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Landscapes, Sources and Intellectual Projects of the West African Past
*Essays in Honour of Paulo Fernando de Moraes Farias*
Edited by Toby Green, Kings College London, and Benedetta Rossi, University of Birmingham

‘Stringing Coral Beads’: The Religious Poetry of Brava (c.1890-1975)
*A Source Publication of Chimini Texts and English Translations*
Edited by Alessandra Vianello, Lidwien Kapteijns, and Mohamed Kassim

Translocal Connections across the Indian Ocean
*Swahili Speaking Networks on the Move*
Edited by Francesca Declich, Università di Urbino Carlo Bo, Italy

*Landscapes, Sources and Intellectual Projects of the West African Past* outlines new directions in the historiography of West Africa. Its chapters explore new trends across regional and disciplinary fields with a focus on how political conjunctures influence source production and circulation.

*‘Stringing Coral Beads’: The Religious Poetry of Brava (c.1890-1975)* presents Sufi poems from Brava (on Somalia’s Benadir coast) in the town’s vernacular (Chimiini). They allow insight into their authors’ intellectual world and show how the common people of this East African port city lived and learned Islam.

The book describes the worlds where Swahili is spoken as multi-centred contexts that cannot be thought of as located in a specific coastal area of Kenya or Tanzania. The articles presented discuss a range of geographical areas where Swahili is spoken, from Somalia to Mozambique along the Indian Ocean, in Europe and the US.


READERSHIP: Academic libraries; scholars and graduate students in African, Islamic, Middle Eastern, Indian Ocean, and Somali studies; specialists in Bantu languages; Somali communities everywhere.

READERSHIP: Scholars and students of the Western Indian Ocean, historians, anthropologists.

August 2018
Paperback (approx. 512 pp.)
ISBN 9789004348837
Price € 79 / US$ 95
E-ISBN 9789004380189
E-Price € 69 / US$ 83
African History, 6

August 2018
Paperback (approx. 424 pp.)
ISBN 9789004362888
Price € 79 / US$ 95
E-ISBN 9789004365957
E-Price € 70 / US$ 84
African Sources for African History, 16

June 2018
Paperback (approx. 300 pp.)
ISBN 9789004354074
Price € 75 / US$ 90
E-ISBN 9789004365988
E-Price € 66 / US$ 79
African Social Studies Series, 37
Photographic Ekphrasis in Cuban-American Fiction

**Missing Pictures and Imagining Loss and Nostalgia**

Louisa Söllner, Eichstätt University

*Photographic Ekphrasis in Cuban-American Fiction* offers new readings of Cuban-American novels and autobiographies, demonstrating that a focus on photographs (alluded to, analyzed, and/or obsessively recurrent in the narrative discourse) provides fresh insights into these texts. The study introduces the concept of photographic ekphrasis as a reading tool for diasporic literature and argues that visual images are important components of narratives about dislocation, nostalgia, and transcultural experience. Authors treated in depth include Carlos Eire, Cristina García, Oscar Hijuelos, Roberto G. Fernández, Ana Menéndez, Achy Obejas, and Gustavo Pérez Firmat. Missing Pictures offers an original perspective on Cuban-American literature and contributes to the scholarship on ekphrasis and on the interactions between photography and narrative.

**READERSHIP:** All interested in Cuban-American literature and in the interaction between visual media and writing, scholars of diaspora, of photography theory, and of ekphrasis.
CyberResearch on the Ancient Near East and Neighboring Regions: Case Studies on Archaeological Data, Objects, Texts, and Digital Archiving

Edited by Vanessa Bigot Juloux, École Pratique des Hautes Études, Amy Rebecca Gansell, Harvard University, and Alessandro Di Ludovico, Sapienza University, Rome

CyberResearch on the Ancient Near East and Neighboring Regions provides case studies on archaeology, objects, cuneiform texts, and online publishing, digital archiving, and preservation.

Eleven chapters present a rich array of material, spanning the fifth through the first millennium BCE, from Anatolia, the Levant, Mesopotamia, and Iran. Customized cyber- and general glossaries support readers who lack either a technical background or familiarity with the ancient cultures.

READERSHIP: This volume will interest scholars and students of the ancient Near East as well as digital humanities researchers across disciplines.
Seafaring Expeditions to Punt in the Middle Kingdom

*Excavations at Mersa/Wadi Gawasis, Egypt*

*Kathryn A. Bard*, Boston University, and *Rodolfo Fattovich†*

In the 12th Dynasty the Egyptian state sent seafaring expeditions to the land of Punt from a harbor on the Red Sea. Excavations at Mersa/Wadi Gawasis have uncovered well preserved evidence of this harbor and the probable location of Punt.

**READERSHIP:** Egyptologists, historians and archaeologists working in the Near East, Egypt, and the Horn of Africa. Also scholars of nautical archaeology and nautical technology, and long-distance trade in the ancient world.

---

Peace in Ancient Egypt

*Vanessa Davies*, University of California, Berkeley

In *Peace in Ancient Egypt*, Vanessa Davies offers a new analysis of the ancient Egyptian concept of *hetep* (“peace”).

**READERSHIP:** All interested in Egyptian intellectual constructs, foreign relations, and Egyptian art.

---

The Chapters of the Wisdom of My Lord Mani

*Part III: Pages 343-442 (Chapters 321-347)*

Edited and translated by *Jason BeDuhn*, Northern Arizona University, *Paul C. Dilley*, University of Iowa, and *Iain Gardner*, Sydney University

In *The Chapters of the Wisdom of My Lord Mani* recounts Mani’s mission, teachings and debates in the courts of the Sasanian empire. The first of four fascicles constituting the *editio princeps* of one of the largest papyrus manuscripts ever recovered.

**READERSHIP:** All interested in the history of Late Antique religions, whether in the Roman or the Sasanian Empire, and the development of early Christianity.
Between Ordinary and Extraordinary

The Normativity of the Singular Case in Art and Law

Angela Condello

What is the relationship between the general, abstract norm and the singular, concrete case that sometimes affirms a parallel, contrasting, norm? The present essay engages with this question. The argument stems from an analysis of extraordinary singular cases that sometimes emerge, sometimes are “produced” or “promoted” as exemplary (for strategic reasons, like in law). In this essay Angela Condello argues that approaching normativity in art and law from the perspective of the singular case also illustrates the theoretical importance of interdisciplinary legal scholarship, since the singularity creates room for extra-legal values to emerge as legitimate demands, desires, and needs.
Chinese Research Perspectives on Population and Labor, Volume 4

12th Five-Year Review and 13th Five-Year Outlook

Edited by Cai Fang, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, and Zhang Juwei, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences

This volume is based on Green Book of Population and Labor No. 16 originally published in Chinese. Chapter one reviews developments in population and family planning during the 12th five-year plan period (2011–2015), presents forecast, and examines the relationship between demographic changes and economic development. Chapter two focuses on population movement trends and employment situation of rural migrant workers. The country’s overall employment situation in this period is presented in chapter three. Chapter four examines trends in China’s labor supply and demand. Chapters five and six look at recent progress in and development of China’s old-age insurance and medical insurance systems. As in previous volumes, this one contains policy suggestions for labor market development and population management.

READERSHIP: China watchers, researchers and students of contemporary China, activists and members of the public interested in China’s population and economy.
Chinese Research Perspectives on Society, Volume 4
*Social Analysis and Forecast of China (2015)*
Edited by Li Peilin, Chen Guangjin, and Zhang Yi

This volume gives an overview of China’s social conditions. Issues discussed include trends in the job market, income, consumption, social security, internet development and others. Groups such as urban residents, migrant workers and university students and graduates receive special attention.

**READERSHIP:** Libraries, China watchers, students of contemporary China, scholars, activists and members of the public interested in China’s society and social issues.

Chinese Research Perspectives on Society, Volume 3
*Social Analysis and Forecast of China (2014)*
Edited by Li Peilin, Chen Guangjin, and Zhang Yi

Contributors to this volume update readers on developments in areas such as income and consumption, industrial transformation and the job market, social security, healthcare, education, quality of life and the influence of the Internet on people and society.

**READERSHIP:** Libraries, China watchers, students and scholars of contemporary China, activists and members of the public interested in social development in China.

The Nonprofit Sector in Eastern Europe, Russia, and Central Asia
*Civil Society Advances and Challenges*
Edited by David Horton Smith, Boston College, Alisa V. Moldavanova, Wayne State University, and Svitlana Krasynska, Volya Institute for Contemporary Law and Society

The Nonprofit Sector in Eastern Europe, Russia, and Central Asia uniquely provides a timely overview of research on the nonprofit sector and nonprofit organizations in eleven former Soviet republics, with each central chapter written by local experts.

**READERSHIP:** All people interested in expert local views of nonprofit sector (NPS) in EERCA region and post-communist nations generally. Especially relevant to comparative study of NPS/nonprofits, with a Post-Soviet region focus.

July 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004375802
Price € 176 / US$ 212
E-ISBN 9789004375819
E-Price € 160 / US$ 192
*Chinese Research Perspectives / Chinese Research Perspectives on Society, 4*

July 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004279957
Price € 165 / US$ 198
E-ISBN 9789004279964
E-Price € 150 / US$ 180
*Chinese Research Perspectives / Chinese Research Perspectives on Society, 3*

September 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004380615
Price € 182 / US$ 219
E-ISBN 9789004380622
E-Price € 165 / US$ 198
*Brill’s Nonprofit Sector Research Series, 1*
**The Varieties of Confucian Experience**

*Documenting a Grassroots Revival of Tradition*

Edited by Sébastien Billioud, University Paris-Diderot

*The Varieties of Confucian Experience* offers a number of ethnographic accounts of the popular Confucian revival taking place in China since the beginning of the 21st Century.

**READERSHIP:** Students and scholars interested in Chinese religions, contemporary Chinese culture and the transformations of Chinese society.

---

**Modern Times in Southeast Asia, 1920s-1970s**

Susie Protschky, Monash University, and Tom van den Berge, KITLV

This book examines how Southeast Asians conceived of ‘being modern’ between the 1920s and 1970s. It investigates continuities and changes between colonial rule and independence, and in everyday spheres of life like sex, religion, art, film, literature, and urban space.

**READERSHIP:** Scholars of Southeast Asia, modernity, and twentieth-century history; academic libraries, specialists and postgraduate students.

---

**The Organization of Distance**

*Poetry, Translation, Chineseness*

Lucas Klein, University of Hong Kong

*The Organization of Distance* argues that the impression of Chineseness in Chinese poetry is a product of translation, simultaneously nativizing and foreignizing from sources abroad and in the past.

**READERSHIP:** All interested in modern and/or medieval Chinese poetry, as well as translation, translation studies, and comparative literature.

---

September 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004374959
Price € 160 / US$ 192
E-ISBN 9789004374966
E-Price € 145 / US$ 174

*Religion in Chinese Societies, 14*

---

September 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004372610
Price € 105 / US$ 126
E-ISBN 9789004372702
E-Price € 95 / US$ 114

*Verhandelingen van het Koninklijk Instituut voor Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde, 310*

---

August 2018
Hardback (xii, 298 pp.)
ISBN 9789004368682
Price € 49 / US$ 59
E-ISBN 9789004375376
E-Price € 44 / US$ 53

*Sinica Leidensia, 141*
**Revolution and Form**

*Mao Dun’s Early Novels and Chinese Literary Modernity*

Jianhua Chen, Shanghai Jiao Tong University
Edited and translated by Carlos Rojas, Duke University

In *Revolution and Form*, Jianhua Chen offers a detailed analysis of several early works by Mao Dun, focusing in particular on their engagement with themes of modernity and revolution, gender and desire.

**Technology in Nonprofit Organizations and Voluntary Action**

John G. McNutt, University of Delaware, Chao Guo, University of Pennsylvania, Lauri Goldkind, Fordham University, and Seongho An, University of Pennsylvania

This article examines how technology affects the nonprofit sector and how the sector uses technology in its work.

**The Asian Yearbook of Human Rights and Humanitarian Law**

Volume 2, 2018
Edited by Javaid Rehman and Ayesha Shahid

*The Asian Yearbook of Human Rights and Humanitarian Law* aims to publish peer-reviewed scholarly articles and reviews as well as significant developments in human rights and humanitarian law. It examines international human rights and humanitarian law with a global reach, though its particular focus is on the Asian region. The focused theme of Volume II is: Islamic Law and its Implementation in Asia and the Middle East.
The Life of Saint Pankratios of Taormina

Greek text, English translation and commentary

Edition, translation and commentary by Cynthia Stallman-Pacitti, University of Melbourne
Edited by John Burke, University of Melbourne

The Life of St Pankratios of Taormina describes the mission and martyrdom of St Pankratios, a disciple of the Apostle Peter sent to evangelize Taormina as its first bishop, and purports to have been written by St Pankratios’ successor, Euagrios. The text was composed in the early eighth century and is of Sicilian provenance.

This title contributes to our understanding of the Byzantine attitude to the past and of the novelistic approach to hagiography. It touches on the topography of Sicily and Calabria, ecclesiastical arrangements in Sicily, civil and military administration, the Sicilian language question, church decoration, liturgical rites, book production, and the attitude to religious images.

READERSHIP: Anyone interested in Byzantine Studies, the history of Sicily, hagiography, religious images and iconoclasm, liturgical studies, church history, pagans and Christians.
Dreams, Memory and Imagination in Byzantium
Edited by Bronwen Neil and Eva Anagnostou-Laoutides, Macquarie University, Sydney

This collection of studies on Dreams, Memory and Imagination in Byzantium reveals the distinctive and important roles of memory, imagination and dreams in the Byzantine court, the proto-Orthodox church and broader society from Constantinople to Syria and beyond.

READERSHIP: Students and scholars of ancient history and its reception in Byzantine philosophy and religion, Byzantine studies, medieval literature and the history of ideas, including the cult of saints.

September 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004366862
Price € 163 / US$ 196
E-ISBN 9789004375710
E-Price € 145 / US$ 174
Byzantina Australiensia, 24

Reanimating Qohelet’s Contradictory Voices
Studies of Open-Ended Discourse on Wisdom in Ecclesiastes
Jimyung Kim, Yonsei University, South-Korea

Ecclesiastes is a text filled with contradictions. In Reanimating Qohelet’s Contradictory Voices, Jimyung Kim, drawing on Mikhail Bakhtin’s insights, offers a reading that embraces the contradictions as they stand instead of harmonizing them or explaining them away.

READERSHIP: All concerned with the contradictions in Ecclesiastes, especially theological students and scholars who seek new meanings of the text for our era through new methods and perspectives.

September 2018
Hardback (approx. 270 pp.)
ISBN 9789004381056
Price € 105 / US$ 126
E-ISBN 9789004381063
E-Price € 95 / US$ 114
Biblical Interpretation Series, 166

Metaphors in the Discussion on Suffering in Job 3–31
Visions of Hope and Consolation
Hanneke van Loon

In Metaphors in the Discussion on Suffering in Job 3–31, Hanneke van Loon analyzes metaphors to describe the development of Job’s conceptualization of his suffering. The theoretical approach to metaphors is based on insights from cognitive linguistics.

READERSHIP: All interested in the book of Job and the themes of suffering, hope and consolation, and anyone concerned with cognitive linguistics and metaphor research in the Hebrew Bible.

September 2018
Hardback (approx. 250 pp.)
ISBN 9789004380929
Price € 99 / US$ 119
E-ISBN 9789004380936
E-Price € 90 / US$ 108
Biblical Interpretation Series, 165
Gregory of Nyssa: *In Canticum Canticorum*  
Analytical and Supporting Studies. Proceedings of the 13th International Colloquium on Gregory of Nyssa  
(Rome, 17-20 September 2014)  
Edited by Giulio Maspero, Miguel Brugarolas, and Ilaria Vigorelli

These Proceedings present the results of the 13th International Colloquium on Gregory of Nyssa: a systematic commentary on Gregory’s *In Canticum* in the form of sixteen papers and a selection of fourteen short essays devoted to various issues.

**READERSHIP:** All those interested in Patristics, Biblical Studies, History of Christian thought, Theology, Ancient Philosophy or Late Antiquity Literature.

August 2018  
Hardback  
ISBN 9789004381445  
Price € 199 / US$ 239  
E-ISBN 9789004382046  
E-Price € 179 / US$ 215  
*Vigiliae Christianae, Supplements, 150*

Tradition and Innovation  
*Baptismal Rite and Mystagogy in Theodore of Mopsuestia and Narsai of Nisibis*  
Nathan Witkamp, Netherlands Centre for Patristic Research

In *Tradition and Innovation*, Nathan Witkamp convincingly argues that Narsai of Nisibis’ (d. ca. 503) baptismal rite and mystagogy, as portrayed in his *Liturgical Homilies 21-22*, is much less dependent on Theodore of Mopsuestia as has previously been supposed.

**READERSHIP:** All interested in early Syrian baptism and the baptismal rites of Theodore of Mopsuestia and Narsai, and all concerned with Theodore’s influence on Narsai and East Syrian Christianity.

September 2018  
Hardback  
ISBN 9789004377851  
Price € 138 / US$ 166  
E-ISBN 9789004377868  
E-Price € 125 / US$ 150  
*Vigiliae Christianae, Supplements, 149*

Gregory of Nyssa: *Contra Eunomium I*  
An English Translation with Supporting Studies  
Edited by Miguel Brugarolas, University of Navarra

This volume, a new version of the Proceedings of the 6th International Colloquium on Gregory of Nyssa, offers a revised English translation of the *Contra Eunomium I* accompanied by an original series of supporting studies from a broad philological, philosophical and theological perspective.

**READERSHIP:** All those interested in Patristics, History of Christian thought, Theology, Ancient Philosophy or Late Antiquity Literature.

August 2018  
Hardback (xiv, 604 pp.)  
ISBN 9789004377080  
Price € 198 / US$ 238  
E-ISBN 9789004377097  
E-Price € 180 / US$ 216  
*Vigiliae Christianae, Supplements, 148*
NEW AND FORTHCOMING PUBLICATIONS

**The Trinitarian Testimony of the Spirit**  
*Prosopological Exegesis and the Development of Pre-Nicene Pneumatology*  
*Kyle R. Hughes*, Whitefield Academy Atlanta

In *The Trinitarian Testimony of the Spirit*, Kyle R. Hughes offers a new approach to the development of early Christian pneumatology by linking the Holy Spirit with testimony to the deity and lordship of the Father and the Son.

**The Origins of the Canon of the Hebrew Bible**  
*An Analysis of Josephus and 4 Ezra*  
*Juan Carlos Ossandón Widow*, Pontifical University of the Holy Cross, Rome

In *Origins of the Canon*, Ossandón offers an analysis of Josephus’ Against Apion and 4 Ezra—the two earliest testimonies of the number of books of the Hebrew Bible—and proposes factors to explain the birth of the canon.

**The Dangerous Duty of Rebuke: Leviticus 19:17 in Early Jewish and Christian Interpretation**  
*Matthew S. Goldstone*

In *The Dangerous Duty of Rebuke* Matthew Goldstone explores the ways religious leaders in early Jewish and Christian communities conceived of the obligation to rebuke based upon the biblical verse: “Rebuke your fellow but do not incur sin” (Leviticus 19:17).

READERSHIP: All interested in the history of the development of early Christian pneumatology, and anyone concerned with ancient rhetoric or the development of Trinitarian theology.

READERSHIP: All interested in Second Temple Judaism and in the formation of the biblical canon, and anyone concerned with Josephus or 4 Ezra.

READERSHIP: *The Dangerous Duty of Rebuke* is of interest to scholars of early Judaism and Christianity, as well as everyone interested in religious ethics, including clergy and religious laity.

June 2018  
Hardback (ccliv, 10 pp.)  
ISBN 9789004368712  
Price € 105 / US$ 126  
E-ISBN 9789004369894  
E-Price € 95 / US$ 114  
*Vigiliae Christianae, Supplements*, 147

September 2018  
Hardback  
ISBN 9789004381605  
Price € 110 / US$ 132  
E-ISBN 9789004381612  
E-Price € 100 / US$ 120  
*Supplements to the Journal for the Study of Judaism*, 186

September 2018  
Hardback (xiv, 264 pp.)  
ISBN 9789004376564  
Price € 110 / US$ 132  
E-ISBN 9789004376557  
E-Price € 100 / US$ 120  
*Supplements to the Journal for the Study of Judaism*, 185
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>University</th>
<th>Publication Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**READERSHIP:**

- **Scribal Culture in Ben Sira**
  Those interested in the history and literature of early Judaism, Ben Sira, biblical interpretation, ancient compositional techniques, especially quotation, and physical and material aspects of reading and writing in antiquity.

- **Converts in the Dead Sea Scrolls**
  All interested in the Dead Sea Scrolls, the sectarian movement affiliated with them, the *gēr* in scriptural and rabbinic tradition, ethnicity theory, Greco-Roman associations, and early Judaism and Christianity.

- **The Dead Sea Scrolls and the Study of the Humanities**
  All interested in the study of the Dead Sea Scrolls within the context of the humanities as a whole.
New and Forthcoming Publications

**READERSHIP:** All interested in the history of the Hebrew language as attested in the Second Temple period: the Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls, Late Biblical Hebrew, Mishnaic Hebrew, and the Hebrew of Ben Sira.

The Reconfiguration of Hebrew in the Hellenistic Period

*Proceedings of the Seventh International Symposium on the Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls and Ben Sira at Strasbourg University, June 2014*

Edited by Jan Joosten, et al.

The present volume of proceedings offers cutting-edge research on the Hebrew language in the late Persian, Hellenistic and Roman periods. Fourteen specialists of ancient Hebrew illuminate various aspects of the language, from phonology through grammar and syntax to semantics and interpretation.

August 2018
Hardback (viii, 262 pp.)
ISBN 9789004365872
Price € 110 / US$ 132
E-ISBN 9789004366770
E-Price € 100 / US$ 120
Studies on the Texts of the Desert of Judah, 124

Reading the Gospel of John’s Christology as Jewish Messianism

*Royal, Prophetic, and Divine Messiahs*

Edited by Benjamin Reynolds, Tyndale University College, and Gabriele Boccaccini, University of Michigan

The essays in *Reading the Gospel of John’s Christology as Jewish Messianism: Royal, Prophetic, and Divine Messiahs* seek to interpret John’s Jesus as part of Second Temple Jewish messianic expectations.

August 2018
Hardback (xx, 449 pp.)
ISBN 9789004349759
Price € 149 / US$ 179
E-ISBN 9789004376045
E-Price € 135 / US$ 162
Oudtestamentische Studiën, Old Testament Studies, 106

Biblical Hebrew in Context: Essays in Semitics and Old Testament Texts in Honour of Professor Jan P. Lettinga

Edited by Koert van Bekkum, Gert Kwakkel and Wolter H. Rose, Theological University Kampen

Biblical Hebrew in Context applies a historical approach of the Semitic languages and literature to Mesopotamian and Biblical Law, the history, grammar and teaching of Hebrew and Aramaic, and the translation and interpretation of Ugaritic and Old Testament texts.

August 2018
Hardback (xv, 179 pp.)
ISBN 9789004380844
Price € 94 / US$ 113
E-ISBN 9789004380851
E-Price € 85 / US$ 102
Oudtestamentische Studiën, Old Testament Studies, 74
Family 13 in St. John’s Gospel
A Computer Assisted Phylogenetic Analysis
Jac D. Perrin


READERSHIP: This study will be of interest to all students of the Greek New Testament as well as Seminarians and undergraduates interested in using computers to analyze Byzantine or ancient biblical texts.

August 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004350076
Price € 138 / US$ 166
E-ISBN 9789004377561
E-Price € 125 / US$ 150
*New Testament Tools, Studies and Documents, 58*

Architecture and Asceticism: Cultural interaction between Syria and Georgia in Late Antiquity
Emma Loosley Leeming, University of Exeter

In *Architecture and Asceticism* Loosley Leeming explores the links between Syria and Georgia in late antiquity. The book takes an inter-disciplinary approach and examines the question from archaeological, art historical, historical, literary and theological viewpoints.

READERSHIP: This work is aimed at specialists in Oriental and Eastern Christianity, Late Antique material culture, Syrian (and Syriac) Studies, Kartvelology, Byzantine Studies, and Sassanian Studies.

June 2018
Hardback (xviii, 236 pp.)
ISBN 9789004373631
Price € 125 / US$ 150
E-ISBN 9789004375314
E-Price € 125 / US$ 150
*Texts and Studies in Eastern Christianity, 13*

Anthropology and Hebrew Bible Studies: Modes of Interchange and Interpretation
Harvey E. Goldberg, Hebrew University of Jerusalem

In *Anthropology and Hebrew Bible Studies: Modes of Interchange and Interpretation* Goldberg explores the links between Syria and Georgia in late antiquity. The book takes an inter-disciplinary approach and examines the question from archaeological, art historical, historical, literary and theological viewpoints.

READERSHIP: Anyone interested in biblical interpretation that pays attention to rituals and to religious ideas in relation to the organization of society and to everyday life.

June 2018
Paperback (vi, 82 pp.)
ISBN 9789004375758
Price € 70 / US$ 81
E-ISBN 9789004376120
E-Price € 70 / US$ 81
*Brill Research Perspectives*
There has been a steady demand for the first edition of the conifer book PINES, which sold out in 2002. Therefore, a second edition, which is a modest update, was written. The book Pines was never an attempt at monograph in the taxonomic sense. Rather it was an overview with line drawings of the commonly known species of pines, giving concise but essential information on identification, distribution and ecology. Introductory texts explained botanical characteristics of pines and a chapter on classification, one on phylogeny and biogeography, and a glossary, index and short bibliography completed the book. This scope and structure have been maintained in the second edition. It was necessary to make several taxonomic changes, to add or omit a few species, present a new chapter on phylogeny and classification and amend or correct, even expand, some of the information given in the first edition, especially in the species accounts. Conservation aspects have been added to species accounts in a concise format, following IUCN evaluations. The author has maintained the original drawings and made amendments only to correct errors; drawings for additional species have been added in the same style. The book contains a total of 92 drawings and 103 distribution maps. With these amendments the information should have been updated to a satisfactory level, without altering the original format and scope.

READERSHIP: This book is an introduction to the genus Pinus that should appeal to 'dendrologists' as well as to botanists and students who take an interest in this remarkable genus.
**Inquisitionis Hispanicae Artes**: The Arts of the Spanish Inquisition.
Reginaldus Gonsalvius Montanus

*A Critical Edition of the Sanctae Inquisitionis Hispanicae Artes aliquot (1567) with a Modern English Translation*

Edited by **Marcos J. Herraiz Pareja**, Universidad de Castilla-La Mancha, **Ignacio J. García Pinilla**, Universidad de Castilla-La Mancha, and **Jonathan L. Nelson**, ProMETA

The *Inquisitionis Hispanicae Artes* (Heidelberg, 1567), written by exiled Spanish Protestants, is the first systematic denunciation of the Spanish Inquisition. Its first part is a description of the Inquisition's methods, making use of the Inquisition's own instruction manual, which was not publicly known. Its second section presents a gallery of individuals who suffered persecution in Seville during the anti-Protestant repression (1557-1565). The book had a great impact, being almost immediately translated into English, French, Dutch, German, and Hungarian. The portraits very soon passed into Protestant martyrologies, and the most shocking descriptions (torture, auto de fe) became ammunition for anti-Spanish literature. This critical edition presents a new text as well as, for the first time, extensive notes.

**READERSHIP**: All interested in Early Modern religious history, toleration, dissidence, Reformation and Inquisition.
Early Modern Media and the News in Europe

*Perspectives from the Dutch Angle*

**Joop W. Koopmans**, University of Groningen

*Early Modern Media and the News in Europe* includes fifteen chapters, all written by Joop W. Koopmans, which are focused on the early news industry in relation to politics and society, particularly from the Dutch perspective.

*READERSHIP:* All interested in the history of media and politics of Early Modern Europe, in particular of the Netherlands.

---

Watermarks in Paper from the South-West of France, 1560-1860

**Theo Laurentius** and **Frans Laurentius**

In *Watermarks in Paper from the South-West of France, 1560-1860* over 200 locally found watermarks are catalogued and described.

*READERSHIP:* All interested in paper, watermarks, papertrade and France.

---

Ambrogio Leone's *De Nola*, Venice 1514

*Humanism and Antiquarian Culture in Renaissance Southern Italy*

Edited by **Bianca de Divitiis**, **Fulvio Lenzo** and **Lorenzo Miletti**

The first multidisciplinary study of the *De Nola* (Venice 1514), a Latin antiquarian work written by the Nolan humanist and physician Ambrogio Leone and dedicated to the description of the city of Nola, in the Kingdom of Naples.

*READERSHIP:* All interested in Renaissance studies, early modern history, classical studies, archaeology, art and architectural history, anthropology, and history of the book. Its targeted readers are both graduate students and academic specialists.
Yearbook of Ancient Greek Epic

*Volume 2*
Edited by Jonathan L. Ready, Indiana University, and Christos C. Tsagalis, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki

Volume 2 of the *Yearbook of Ancient Greek Epic* presents seven articles. Contributors explore the poetry of Homer, Hesiod, and Empedocles, investigate the nature of formulaic language, reveal Greek tragedy’s connections with epic, and study the characters of Ganymede and Hekamede. This diverse collection will be of interest to all students and scholars of ancient Greek epic.

READERSHIP: Students and scholars of ancient Greek epic.

August 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004376908
Price € 116 / US$ 140
*Yearbook of Ancient Greek Epic, 2*

---

Gewalt und *Unmaking in Lucan’s Bellum Civile*

*Textanalysen aus narratologischer, wirkungästhetischer und gewaltsoziologischer Perspektive*

Hans-Peter Nill, Eberhard Karls Universität Tübingen

In *Gewalt und Unmaking in Lucan’s Bellum Civile* Hans-Peter Nill offers a theoretical approach to essential narrative representations of violence in Lucan’s civil war epic, combining theories and methods of narratology, reception aesthetics, and sociology.

READERSHIP: All interested in Lucan’s civil war epic *Bellum Civile* and the narrative representation of violence, and anyone concerned with theoretical, especially narratological approaches to ancient texts.

September 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004379442
Price € 123 / US$ 148
E-ISBN 9789004379459
E-Price € 110 / US$ 132
*Amsterdam Studies in Classical Philology, 27*
CLASSICAL STUDIES

NEW AND FORTHCOMING PUBLICATIONS

READERSHIP: Classical scholars, especially those interested in ekphrasis, linguistics and narratology, and anyone interested in ekphrasis, visualization, narration and description.

READERSHIP: Specialists, postgraduate students, and educated laypersons interested in Greek and Roman epigraphy, history, and cultural and anthropological investigations of writing, including comparative studies.

READERSHIP: Ancient epigraphists, archaeologists and historians of ancient Greek art, anyone interested in the issues of literacy and writing practices in antiquity.

Ancient Greek Ekphrasis: Between Description and Narration

Five Linguistic and Narratological Case Studies

Niels Koopman

In Ancient Greek Ekphrasis: Between Description and Narration Niels Koopman offers a thorough linguistic and narratological analysis of five canonical ancient Greek ekphrases from the archaic to the Hellenistic period.

The Materiality of Text - Placement, Perception, and Presence of Inscribed Texts in Classical Antiquity

Edited by Andrej Petrovic, University of Virginia, Ivana Petrovic, University of Virginia, and Edmund Thomas, Durham University

This volume explores the significance of the physical materials and contexts of inscribed texts in Greek and Roman antiquity and their performative roles in ancient society from an anthropological and historical perspective (7th century B.C.E. to 4th century C.E.).

The So-called Nonsense Inscriptions on Ancient Greek Vases

Between Paideia and Paidiá

Sara Chiarni, Otto-von-Guericke Universität in Magdeburg

The So-called Nonsense Inscriptions on Ancient Greek Vases by Sara Chiariini is the first systematic study of the phenomenon of nonsense writing on Greek pottery of the late archaic and early classical age.

Ancient Greek Ekphrasis: Between Description and Narration

August 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004373532
Price € 110 / US$ 132
E-ISBN 9789004375130
E-Price € 100 / US$ 120
Amsterdam Studies in Classical Philology, 26

The Materiality of Text - Placement, Perception, and Presence of Inscribed Texts in Classical Antiquity

September 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004375505
Price € 118 / US$ 142
E-ISBN 9789004379435
E-Price € 105 / US$ 126
Brill Studies in Greek and Roman Epigraphy, 11

The So-called Nonsense Inscriptions on Ancient Greek Vases

July 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004371187
Price € 143 / US$ 172
E-ISBN 9789004371200
E-Price € 130 / US$ 156
Brill Studies in Greek and Roman Epigraphy, 10
In *Pouvoir impérial et vertus philosophiques*, Anne Gangloff offers a thorough analysis of the Roman political thought, examining the way in which the good prince is described from the Julio-Claudians to the end of the third century.

**Readership:** All interested in the history of the emperors in the three first centuries of the Roman Empire, and anyone concerned with the relations between imperial power and philosophers and rhetors.

September 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004379381
Price € 59 / US$ 71
E-ISBN 9789004379374
E-Price € 52 / US$ 62
*Impact of Empire*, 31

In *Galien de Pergame ou la rhétorique de la providence*, Caroline Petit’s study is the first comprehensive study of the role of rhetoric in Galen’s *oeuvre*, a cornerstone of medical and scientific discourse and of intellectual autobiography in the West.

**Readership:** Students and scholars interested in imperial literature, Galen, the Second Sophistic, the history of Greek literature and of rhetoric, medical rhetoric, the history of medicine.

September 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004373457
Price € 119 / US$ 143
E-ISBN 9789004380967
E-Price € 107 / US$ 128
*Mnemosyne, Supplements*, 420

In *Rome and the Indian Ocean Trade from Augustus to the Early Third Century CE*, Matthew Adam Cobb explores the development of commercial exchanges between the Mediterranean world and civilisations in East Africa, Southern Arabia and the India from the Augustan period to the early third century CE.

**Readership:** This book will be of interest to both academics and students who study Roman trade, as well as those interested in Indian Ocean world history and global interconnections.

August 2018
Hardback (approx. 358)
ISBN 9789004373099
Price € 116 / US$ 140
E-ISBN 9789004376571
E-Price € 105 / US$ 126
*Mnemosyne, Supplements / History and Archaeology of Classical Antiquity*, 418
The Materiality of Texts from Ancient Egypt
*New Approaches to the Study of Textual Material from the Early Pharaonic to the Late Antique Period*
Edited by Francisca A.J. Hoogendijk, Leiden University, and Steffie M.T. van Gompel, Leiden University

*The Materiality of Texts from Ancient Egypt* offers nine articles with new approaches to the material aspects of writing, writing supports, and scribal practice from Pharaonic to Late Antique Egypt. Case studies include Greek and Egyptian papyri and ostraca, inscriptions and graffiti.

READERSHIP: All those interested in Hieratic, Demotic and Greek Papyrology, Egyptology, and in new digital and photographic resources for studying textual material.

Round Trip to Hades in the Eastern Mediterranean Tradition
*Visits to the Underworld from Antiquity to Byzantium*
Edited by Gunnel Ekroth, Uppsala University, and Ingela Nilsson, Uppsala University

*Round Trip to Hades in the Eastern Mediterranean Tradition* explores the theme of visits to the underworld in the ancient Greek and Byzantine traditions from a broad perspective including written sources, iconography and archaeology.

READERSHIP: All interested in the perception of Hades and the realm of the dead as well as the continuity and change between the pagan Classical and Christian Byzantine cultures.

Commenting on Aristotle's *Rhetoric*, from Antiquity to the Present / *Commenter la Rhétorique d'Aristote, de l'Antiquité à la période contemporaine*
Edited by Frédérique Woerther, CNRS

The present volume brings together thirteen contributions devoted to the history, methods, and practices of the commentaries that have been written on Aristotle’s *Art of Rhetoric* from the East to the West, from Greco-Roman antiquity to Heidegger, and studies them in their proper context.

READERSHIP: Students and specialists in Aristotelian philosophy and the history of rhetoric, from antiquity to the contemporary world, in the West and the syriac and arabic traditions.
Global Citizenship, Common Wealth and Uncommon Citizenships
Edited by Lynette Shultz, University of Alberta, and Thashika Pillay, University of Alberta

This set of essays critically analyze global citizenship by bringing together leading ideas about citizenship and the commons in this time that both needs and resists a global perspective on issues and relations. Education plays a significant role in how we come to address these issues and this volume will contribute to ensuring that equity, global citizenship, and the common wealth provide platforms from which we might engage in transformational, collective work.

READERSHIP: Educators, activists and policy makers will be interested. Practitioners and researchers concerned with the work of global citizenship education.

Identity and Internationalization in Catholic Universities
Exploring Institutional Pathways in Context
Edited by Hans de Wit, Andrés Bernasconi, Visnja Car, Fiona Hunter, Michael James, and Daniela Véliz

Identity and Internationalization in Catholic Universities explores the relationship between Catholic identity, mission (with special emphasis on Jesuit and La Salle universities), and internationalization in Catholic universities of different types and located in different contexts: Latin America, Asia-Pacific and Europe.

READERSHIP: All interested in Catholic higher education, Catholic identity, faith-based education, Jesuit and La Salle higher education.
Knowledge and Decolonial Politics
A Critical Reader
Edited by George J. Sefa Dei, Toronto University, and Mandeep Jajj, Toronto University

Knowledge and Decolonial Politics: A Critical Reader offers the perspectives of educators and learners within current developmental settings, highlighting the dominance of Western epistemologies in ‘academic knowledge making’, and the systemic barriers faced whilst trying to implement decolonial practices.

Equity and Internationalization on Campus
Intersecting or Colliding Discourses for LGBTQ People?
Kaela Jubas, University of Calgary

Equity and Internationalization on Campus presents findings from a study that explored how post-secondary faculty, students, and staff who self-identified as lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender or ally experience the confluence of discourses related to equity and internationalization.

READERSHIP: Post-secondary scholars and students researching or teaching on the topics of equity and/or internationalization and/or LGBT people, and any post-secondary staff people working in equity.

Pedagogies for Building Cultures of Peace
Challenging Constructions of an Enemy
Catherine Baillie Abidi, Mount Saint Vincent University

Pedagogies for Building Cultures of Peace explores how normalizations of violence are constructed, from the perspective of young adults, and offers pedagogies oriented toward building cultures of peace.

READERSHIP: All adult educators and those working in the area of peace and conflict, particularly those working with youth and young adults.

International Issues in Adult Education, 26

August 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004375222
Price € 99 / US$ 119
PB-ISBN 9789004375215
PB-Price € 45 / US$ 54
E-ISBN 9789004375239
E-Price € 87 / US$ 104
International Issues in Adult Education, 25
Issues in Applying SLA Theories toward Reflective and Effective Teaching
Edited by Mitra Zeraatpishe, Islamic Azad University, Mashhad, Iran, Akram Faravani, Islamic Azad University, Mashhad, Iran, Hamid Reza Kargozari, Tabaran Institute of Higher Education, Mashhad, Iran, and Maryam Azarnoosh, Islamic Azad University, Semnan, Iran

This book aims to guide EFL teachers to teach language reflectively and effectively. It includes two parts, the first focuses on the SLA theories and their impact on language teaching and the second centers on the reflective and effective teaching of language components and skills.

READERSHIP: TEFL graduate and post-graduate students may find it interesting to gain a comprehensive understanding of concepts and practical commands of reflective and effective teaching of four skills and sub-skills altogether.

Educating for the Twenty-First Century
Seven Global Challenges
Conrad Hughes, International School of Geneva

Educating for the Twenty-First Century explores critical issues facing education in the 21st century.

READERSHIP: All those involved in education and the future of education.

Places of Privilege
Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Identities, Change and Resistance
Edited by Nicole Oke, Victoria University, Christopher C. Sonn, Victoria University, and Alison M. Baker, Victoria University

Places of Privilege interrogates the dynamics of privilege and power that are shape place in a period of rapid transformation of our social worlds.

READERSHIP: This book will appeal to all interested in social dimensions of place and place-making, particularly the shaping of place through power and privilege, displacement, decolonisation and migration.

August 2018
Hardback (approx. 180 pp.)
ISBN 9789004380875
Price € 82 / US$ 95
PB-ISBN 9789004380868
PB-Price € 37 / US$ 43
E-ISBN 9789004380882
E-Price € 75 / US$ 87

August 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004381025
Price € 99 / US$ 119
PB-ISBN 9789004381018
PB-Price € 45 / US$ 55
E-ISBN 9789004381032
E-Price € 87 / US$ 104
IBE on Curriculum, Learning, and Assessment, 3

August 2018
Hardback (approx. 250 pp.)
ISBN 9789004381391
Price € 99 / US$ 120
PB-ISBN 9789004381384
PB-Price € 36 / US$ 44
E-ISBN 9789004381407
E-Price € 93 / US$ 112
Innovations and Controversies: Interrogating Educational Change, 8
Developing Professional Memory
A Case Study of London English Teaching (1965-1975)
Paul Tarpey, St Mary’s University


Navigating the Aspirational City
Urban Educational Culture and the Revolutionary Path to Socialism with Chinese Characteristics
Lorin G. Yochim, Beijing Normal University

Navigating the Aspirational City forwards a theory of contemporary Chinese urban educational culture that focusses on historical conceptions of “the good citizen” and the contemporary material environments within which parents pursue their childrearing projects.

School Space and its Occupation
Conceptualising and Evaluating Innovative Learning Environments
Edited by Scott Alterator, La Trobe University, and Craig Deed, La Trobe University

In School Space and its Occupation Alterator and Deed assemble leading authors to address the ongoing need for conceptual and methodological clarity in designing and occupying innovative learning environments.

READERSHIP: Those interested in English teaching: English teachers, teacher trainers, researchers. Also, life historians, students of history, English or social sciences. Those interested in professional life and work, narrative and memory.

READERSHIP: This book will interest both casual observers and scholars of Chinese education and society, as well as researchers in the areas of sociology of education, critical geography, and cultural sociology.

READERSHIP: Educators, designers, architects and policy makers will be interested. Practitioners and researchers concerned with the occupation of innovative learning environments.

August 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004380738
Price € 110 / US$ 133
PB-ISBN 9789004380721
PB-Price € 50 / US$ 61
E-ISBN 9789004380745
E-Price € 98 / US$ 118
Studies in Professional Life and Work, 13

August 2018
Hardback (approx. 150 pp.)
ISBN 9789004381254
Price € 99 / US$ 114
PB-ISBN 9789004381247
PB-Price € 28 / US$ 32
E-ISBN 9789004381261
E-Price € 90 / US$ 104
Spotlight on China, 6

July 2018
Hardback (approx. 200 pp.)
ISBN 9789004379657
Price € 99 / US$ 115
PB-ISBN 9789004379640
PB-Price € 33 / US$ 38
E-ISBN 9789004379664
E-Price € 90 / US$ 104
Advances in Learning Environments Research, 10
Eventful Learning
Learner Emotions
Edited by Stephen M. Ritchie, Murdoch University, and Kenneth Tobin, Graduate Center, CUNY & Murdoch University

Eventful Learning: Learner Emotions provides cutting edge research on emotions and learning that are new and highly relevant to classroom researchers, teachers in pre-k-12 and college classrooms, and teacher educators.

READERSHIP: The book contains cutting edge methodologies and methods that will be useful to researchers. The contextually rich events will have salience to the everyday practices of teachers and teacher educators.

July 2018
Hardback (approx. 200 pp.)
ISBN 9789004377905
Price € 99 / US$ 115
PB-ISBN 9789004377882
PB-Price € 40 / US$ 47
E-ISBN 9789004377912
E-Price € 90 / US$ 104
Bold Visions in Educational Research, 61

Disrupting Shameful Legacies
Girls and Young Women Speaking Back through the Arts to Address Sexual Violence
Edited by Claudia Mitchell, McGill University, and Relebohile Moletsane, University of KwaZulu-Natal

Disrupting Shameful Legacies is based on methodologies that seek to disrupt colonial legacies, by privileging speaking up and speaking back through the arts and visual practice to challenge the situation of sexual violence.

READERSHIP: All researchers and graduate students interested in studying sexual violence and girl-led strategies for addressing it, particularly using participatory visual methods.

July 2018
Hardback (approx. 250 pp.)
ISBN 9789004377707
Price € 99 / US$ 120
PB-ISBN 9789004377691
PB-Price € 36 / US$ 44
E-ISBN 9789004377714
E-Price € 93 / US$ 112
Doing Arts Thinking: Arts Practice, Research and Education, 4

Poetry across the Curriculum
New Methods of Writing Intensive Pedagogy for U.S. Community College and Undergraduate Education
Edited by Frank Jacob, Shannon Kincaid, and Amy E. Traver, Queensborough Community College

Poetry across the Curriculum is an essential reading for all those, who are interested in studies about and experiences with the use of poetry as a writing intensive pedagogy in a US community college or on a general undergraduate education level.

READERSHIP: Highschool libraries and English teachers, community college libraries and instructors, undergraduate course instructors in English at universities.

July 2018
Hardback (approx. 140 pp.)
ISBN 9789004380660
Price € 99 / US$ 114
PB-ISBN 9789004380653
PB-Price € 23 / US$ 27
E-ISBN 9789004380677
E-Price € 90 / US$ 104
Navigating Uncertainty
Sensemaking for Educational Leaders
Shelley Hasinoff, University of Manitoba, and David Mandzuk, University of Manitoba

In Navigating Uncertainty, the authors present educational leaders with a theoretical perspective and a practical approach to managing the kinds of problems, dilemmas and crises that they face on a daily basis.

Threshold Concepts in Problem-based Learning
Edited by Maggi Savin-Baden, University of Worcester, and Gemma Tombs, University of Worcester

Threshold Concepts in Problem-based Learning provides a critical discussion and guidance for educational researchers, teachers, innovators and policy makers wanting to explore the interrelationship of PBL and threshold concepts.

Education as Mutual Translation
A Yoruba and Vedantic Interface for Pedagogy in the Creative Arts
Ranjana Thapalyal, Glasgow School of Art

Education as Mutual Translation examines Hindu Vedantist (Ancient Indian) and Yoruba (West African) philosophical concepts of self and mutuality with others, in a contemporary higher art education context. It suggests that resilient, original voices emerge more successfully from awareness of social interactions, than from individualism.

READERSHIP: Principals, superintendents, deans of education, department heads, graduate students in education and all those interested in better understanding how to navigate uncertainty and becoming more effective educational leaders.

READERSHIP: This book is aimed at a general educational readership, but may appeal to researchers new to the PBL and threshold concepts research. Teachers using PBL, interested in curriculum reform and threshold concepts. Thesis or dissertation students.

READERSHIP: Art school tutors and students, with application to art education at secondary level. Also of relevance to education in other creative subjects. Anyone interested in Vedanta and Yoruba philosophy, postcolonialism and pluralist education.

June 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004368460
Price € 99 / US$ 119
PB-ISBN 9789004368477
PB-Price € 45 / US$ 54
E-ISBN 9789004368484
E-Price € 87 / US$ 104

June 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004375116
Price € 99 / US$ 119
PB-ISBN 9789004375109
PB-Price € 45 / US$ 54
E-ISBN 9789004375123
E-Price € 87 / US$ 104

June 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004367258
Price € 109 / US$ 132
PB-ISBN 9789004367265
PB-Price € 45 / US$ 54
E-ISBN 9789004367272
E-Price € 93 / US$ 112
Leading Learning: Women Making a Difference

Lauren Stephenson, Australian Catholic University, Barbara Harold, Zayed University, and Rashida Badri

The stories of lived experience of five Emirati women highlight their expertise and contributions to the fields of education and leadership; and makes their leadership perspectives and experiences accessible and engaging for all types of audiences.

READERSHIP: Scholars and students of [educational] leadership. Researchers interested in qualitative methodology, specifically narrative inquiry, and in women's perspectives on leading learning.

June 2018
Hardback (xii, 100 pp.)
ISBN 9789004375949
Price € 99 / US$ 119
PB-ISBN 9789004375918
PB-Price € 26 / US$ 32
E-ISBN 9789004372948
E-Price € 96 / US$ 115

Multidimensional Curriculum Enhancing Future Thinking Literacy

Teaching Learners to Take Control of Their Future

Hava E. Vidergor, Gordon Academic College of Education

The book presents an innovative Multidimensional Curriculum Model that develops future thinking literacy among all ages and levels of school students. It combines theory and practice with each chapter highlighting a strategy or thinking tool, followed by a unit description and lesson plans.

READERSHIP: The book is highly applicable for policy makers, curriculum coordinators, lecturers at colleges of education, graduate students, and teachers at elementary, middle and high schools.

June 2018
Hardback (xviii, 318 pp.)
ISBN 9789004375192
Price € 99 / US$ 119
PB-ISBN 9789004375185
PB-Price € 28 / US$ 33
E-ISBN 9789004375208
E-Price € 87 / US$ 104

Research Concepts for the Practitioner of Educational Leadership

Lee Baldwin, University of Central Florida, USA

In Research Concepts for the Practitioner of Educational Leadership, Lee Baldwin acquaints the reader with principles of educational research that are most applicable to today’s educational leader.

READERSHIP: Students and practitioners of educational leadership who would like to develop a firm understanding of educational research concepts.

June 2018
Hardback (vi, 70 pp.)
ISBN 9789004365117
Price € 99 / US$ 119
PB-ISBN 9789004365131
PB-Price € 35 / US$ 43
E-ISBN 9789004365155
E-Price € 87 / US$ 104
NEW AND FORTHCOMING PUBLICATIONS

Text Sets
Multimodal Learning for Multicultural Students
Edited by Joanne Kilgour Dowdy, Kent State University, and Rachael Fleischaker, Kent State University

Written by educators from diverse experiences, Text Sets: Multimodal Learning for Multicultural Students provides ready-to-use multicultural text sets complete with annotations, instructional activities, and multimedia tools, as well as a framework for building and using new sets.

READERSHIP: Teachers and teacher educators in public, private, and non-traditional settings in the US and internationally. Anyone interested in adopting multicultural approaches in educational settings.

Internationalizing Education
Local to Global Connections for the 21st Century
Cameron White, University of Houston, USA

In Internationalizing Education, Cameron White offers a unique perspective in addressing issues in global, international, and comparative education.

READERSHIP: Undergraduate and graduate students (and faculty) studying global, international, and/or comparative education.

#BR0kenPromises, Black Deaths, & Blue Ribbons
Understanding, Complicating, and Transcending Police-Community Violence
Edited by Kenneth J. Fasching-Varner, Louisiana State University, Kerri J. Tobin, Louisiana State University, and Stephen M. Lentz, Baton Rouge Community College

This volume powerfully examines divides and mistrust between urban communities and police. The essays challenge readers to contemplate how eroding trust developed, the concerns and challenges facing divided communities, and possible pathways forward considering whose lives matter.

READERSHIP: All interested and committed to social justice including academic, community members and social activists, and political leaders who would like to take seriously the call to heal communities.
Continuity and Discontinuity in Learning Careers

*Potentials for a Learning Space in a Changing World*
Edited by Barbara Merrill, Andrea Galimberti, Adrianna Nizinska, and José González-Monteagudo

Focuses on the continuities and discontinuities of the learning careers and identities of non-traditional adult students in diverse learning contexts.

READERSHIP: All those interested in adult education and the challenges facing adult education today such as researchers in education and social sciences, undergraduate and postgraduate students, policy-makers and practitioners.

July 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004375468
Price € 99 / US$ 119
PB-ISBN 9789004375451
PB-Price € 45 / US$ 54
E-ISBN 9789004375475
E-Price Open Access

Challenges and Opportunities in Education for Refugees in Europe

*From Research to Good Practices*
Edited by Fabio Dovigo, University of Bergamo

This book offers substantive insights for researchers, policy makers, and teachers concerned with the effective inclusion of refugees within education by systematically collecting and comparing the growing body of knowledge that is emerging from eight European countries.

READERSHIP: The book is of interest to researchers, policy makers, and teachers at primary and secondary school level concerned with the effective inclusion of refugees within education.

June 2018
Hardback (approx. 160 pp.)
ISBN 9789004383210
Price € 99 / US$ 119
PB-ISBN 9789004383203
PB-Price € 36 / US$ 43
E-ISBN 9789004383227
E-Price € 95 / US$ 114

Immigration, Racial and Ethnic Studies in 150 Years of Canada

*Retrospects and Prospects*
Edited by Shibao Guo, University of Calgary, and Lloyd Wong, University of Calgary

Immigration, Racial and Ethnic Studies in 150 Years of Canada provides a wide-ranging overview of immigration and contested racial and ethnic relations in Canada since confederation with a core theme being one of enduring racial and ethnic conflict.

READERSHIP: Scholars from a wide range of disciplines, educated laypersons, senior undergraduate students, and graduate students with interests in Canadian immigration and racial and ethnic relations.

June 2018
Hardback (approx. 290 pp.)
ISBN 9789004376069
Price € 99 / US$ 114
PB-ISBN 9789004376021
PB-Price € 47 / US$ 54
E-ISBN 9789004376083
E-Price € 90 / US$ 104

Transnational Migration and Education, 4

*Research on the Education and Learning of Adults, 6*

June 2018
Hardback (approx. 160 pp.)
ISBN 9789004383210
Price € 99 / US$ 119
PB-ISBN 9789004383203
PB-Price € 36 / US$ 43
E-ISBN 9789004383227
E-Price € 95 / US$ 114

*Studies in Inclusive Education, 37*

June 2018
Hardback (approx. 290 pp.)
ISBN 9789004376069
Price € 99 / US$ 114
PB-ISBN 9789004376021
PB-Price € 47 / US$ 54
E-ISBN 9789004376083
E-Price € 90 / US$ 104
Encyclopedia of Early Modern History, Volume 6  
*(Geodesy – Indulgence)*

Offering 400 years of early modern history in one work, experts from all over the world have joined in a presentation of the scholarship on the great era between the mid-15th to the mid-19th centuries. The perspective is European. That does not mean, however, that the view on the rest of the world is blocked. On the contrary: the multifaceted interrelatedness of European and other cultures is scrutinized extensively.

Gal Ventura explores the ideological sources promoting maternal breast-feeding in modern Western society, through a survey of hundreds of artworks produced in France from the French Revolution to the beginning of the twentieth century.

*Readership:* Scholars and students interested in art history and visual studies, French studies, gender studies, women's studies, nineteenth-century French art, breastfeeding, nursing, maternity and childhood.

---

Maternal Breast-Feeding and Its Substitutes in Nineteenth-Century French Art  
*Gal Ventura,* the Hebrew University of Jerusalem

September 2018  
Hardback  
ISBN 9789004366824  
Price € 198 / US$ 228  
E-ISBN 9789004376755  
E-Price € 180 / US$ 207

*Brill's Studies in Intellectual History / Brill's Studies on Art, Art History, and Intellectual History, 285-29*
Magic and Memory in Giordano Bruno
*The Art of a Heroic Spirit*
Manuel Mertens, University of Antwerp

Manuel Mertens guides the reader through Bruno’s mnemonic palaces, and shows how these fascinating intellectual constructions of the famous heretic philosopher can be called magical.

READERSHIP: All interested in the intellectual currents of the Renaissance, the history of philosophy, the history of magic, demonology, the power of imagination, epistemology, the art of memory and Giordano Bruno.

June 2018
Hardback (xx, 244 pp.)
ISBN 9789004358928
Price € 94 / US$ 109
E-ISBN 9789004372672
E-Price € 85 / US$ 98
*Brill’s Studies in Intellectual History, 283*

The Problem of Universals from Boethius to John of Salisbury

Roberto Pinzani, University of Parma

The problem of universals is one of the main philosophical issues. In this book the author reconstructs the history of the problem from Boethius (6th century) to John of Salisbury (12th century), considering a selection of medieval representative texts.

READERSHIP: All those interested in the history of logic and philosophy, and anyone concerned with the problem of universals (departments of humanities, academic libraries, specialists, post-graduate students, readers trained in philosophical studies).

June 2018
Hardback (vi, 312 pp.)
ISBN 9789004371149
Price € 94 / US$ 109
E-ISBN 9789004371156
E-Price € 85 / US$ 98
*Brill’s Studies in Intellectual History, 282*

Hieroglyph, Emblem, and Renaissance Pictography

Ludwig Volkmann
Translated and Edited by Robin Raybould

The first English translation of Volkmann’s *Bilderschriften der Renaissance*, the pioneering review of the influence of the hieroglyph on Renaissance culture, focused on the literature of emblem and device in Germany and France.

READERSHIP: Those interested in the influence of the hieroglyph on the literature and culture of the Renaissance, the fields of emblem and device and the classical and medieval origins of these literary phenomena.

June 2018
Hardback (xxiv, 308 pp.)
ISBN 9789004367593
Price € 127 / US$ 147
E-ISBN 9789004367593
E-Price € 95 / US$ 110
*Brill’s Studies in Intellectual History / Brill’s Studies on Art, Art History, and Intellectual History, 281-28*
NEW AND FORTHCOMING PUBLICATIONS

READERSHIP: All interested in early modern shipping and trade, and anyone interested in the use of large datasets in maritime- and economic-historical research.

Pieter Bruegel the Elder and Religion

Bertram Kaschek, Staatliche Kunstsammlungen Dresden, Kupferstich-Kabinett, Jürgen Müller, Technische Universität Dresden, and Jessica Buskirk, Technische Universität Dresden

New insight into the religious dimension of Bruegel's art. With a number of highly original case studies, the volume illuminates Bruegel's multifaceted engagement with the contemporary religious concepts and practices of his era.

June 2018
Hardback (300 pp, 96 full-color illus.)
ISBN 9789004367555
Price € 132 / US$ 152
E-ISBN 9789004367579
E-Price € 120 / US$ 138
Brill’s Studies in Intellectual History / Brill’s Studies on Art, Art History, and Intellectual History, 280-27

Early Modern Shipping and Trade

Novel Approaches Using Sound Toll Registers Online

Jan Willem Veluwenkamp and Werner Scheltjens

The articles collected in this volume are examples of the kind of research that can be done with the online database Sound Toll Registers Online (STRO). They show how STRO boosts the writing of the history of European maritime transport and trade, and how its use contributes to our knowledge of that history.

September 2018
Hardback (approx. 240 pp.)
ISBN 9789004371774
Price € 110 / US$ 132
E-ISBN 9789004371781
E-Price € 100 / US$ 120
Brill’s Studies in Maritime History, 5

Patrons of the Old Faith

The Catholic Nobility in Utrecht and Guelders, c. 1580–1702

Jaap Geraerts, University College London

In Patrons of the Old Faith, Jaap Geraerts provides the first full-length study of the Catholic nobility in two inland provinces of the Dutch Republic, Utrecht and Guelders, in the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

September 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004337534
Price € 129 / US$ 156
E-ISBN 9789004337541
E-Price € 118 / US$ 142
Catholic Christendom, 1300-1700
A history of “justice” and its iconography, that gives a full account of the ways that justice has been described, portrayed and imagined through the centuries, and how it looks like today.

Paula de Pando analyses the engagement of historical she-tragedy with Restoration politics and culture, positioning Banks’s plays at the crossroads between Early Modern genres and the emerging discourses of the long eighteenth century.

Jennifer Nevile provides new, fascinating and detailed information on the life of an early-seventeenth-century dance master. The handwritten notebook contains unique material which is reproduced in facsimile, together with transcriptions and translations.

**READERSHIP:** All interested in literature and politics in the Restoration, she-tragedy, the history play after Shakespeare, Tudor queens in the long eighteenth century, the first English actresses, and gender studies.

**READERSHIP:** Researchers and graduate students in dance history, cultural history and spectacles in early-modern Europe, as well as practitioners involved in reconstruction of early dance as it is extremely readable.

**Justice Blindfolded**  
*The Historical Course of an Image*  
Adriano Prosperi  
Translated by John Tedeschi and Anne Tedeschi

**John Banks’s Female Tragic Heroes**  
*Reimagining Tudor Queens in Restoration She-Tragedy*  
Paula de Pando, University of Seville

**Footprints of the Dance: An Early Seventeenth-Century Dance Master’s Notebook**  
Jennifer Nevile, University of New South Wales

August 2018  
Hardback  
ISBN 9789004362208  
Price € 105 / US$ 122  
E-ISBN 9789004368675  
E-Price € 96 / US$ 109  
*Catholic Christendom, 1300-1700*

September 2018  
Hardback (approx. 218 pp)  
ISBN 9789004379336  
Price € 86 / US$ 99  
E-ISBN 9789004379343  
E-Price € 78 / US$ 90  
*Drama and Theatre in Early Modern Europe, 9*

September 2018  
Hardback (approx. 314 pp, incl. 78 page full-color facsimile reproduction & 32 illus.)  
ISBN 9789004361799  
Price € 129 / US$ 149  
E-ISBN 9789004377738  
E-Price € 117 / US$ 135  
*Drama and Theatre in Early Modern Europe, 8*
The Quest for an Appropriate Past in Literature, Art and Architecture

Karl A.E. Enenkel, Münster University, and Konrad A., Ottenheym, Utrecht University

This volume explores the various strategies of construing appropriate pasts in scholarship, literature, art, architecture and literature, in order to create “national”, regional or local identities, in late medieval and early modern Europe.

READERSHIP: All those interested in the reception of Antiquity and high medieval history (true and false) in early modern literature, architecture and art, neolatin scholarship, Renaissance architecture, history of ideas and history of literature.

August 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004377684
Price € 259 / US$ 299
E-ISBN 9789004378216
E-Price € 235 / US$ 270
Intersections, 60

Domestic Devotions in the Early Modern World

Marco Faini, University of Venice, and Alessia Meneghin, Harvard University

This volume sets out to explore the world of domestic devotions taking place in people’s homes across space and time, and is premised on the assumption that the home was a central space of religious practice and experience throughout the early modern world.

READERSHIP: Academics and students interested in the history of the early modern family and home; religious devotion; and the relationship between humans and the sacred, across space, time, social and cultural levels.

August 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004342545
Price € 154 / US$ 178
E-ISBN 9789004375888
E-Price Open Access (CC-BY-NC-ND)
Intersections, 59/2

Domestic Devotions in Early Modern Italy

Maya Corry, Oriel College, Oxford, Marco Faini, University of Venice, and Alessia Meneghin, Harvard University

This volume illuminates the vibrancy of religious beliefs and practices which profoundly shaped family life in this era. Drawing on a wide range of sources, it affirms the central place of the household to Catholic spirituality.

READERSHIP: Academics and students interested in the history of the early modern family and home; religious devotion; Catholicism; Italy; and the relationship between humans and the sacred.

August 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004342569
Price € 164 / US$ 189
E-ISBN 9789004375871
E-Price Open Access (CC-BY-NC-ND)
Intersections, 59/1
Natural History in Early Modern France
The Poetics of an Epistemic Genre
Raphaële Garrod, University of Cambridge, and Paul J. Smith, University of Leiden

Garrod, Smith and the contributors of the volume envisage the longue durée poetics of an early modern genre. They interpret its poetics alongside its various epistemic agenda and make a case for the literary status of natural history.

READERSHIP: Scholars of early modern history, history of science, early modern French.

August 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004375697
Price € 110 / US$ 132
E-ISBN 9789004375703
E-Price € 100 / US$ 120
Intersections, 58

Fruits of Migration
Heterodox Italian Migrants and Central European Culture 1550-1620
Cornel Zwierlein, Otto-Friedrich-Universität Bamberg, Vincenzo Lavenia, Università di Bologna

Italians adhering to Protestantism or other forms of heterodoxy mostly had to leave their country after ca. 1550 due to Rome’s pressure. The connectivities with Central Europe (not only Germany) as destination of that movement have often neglected.

READERSHIP: All interested in the religious and cultural history of Early Modern Europe, the history of information and material circulation, the Italian, German, French, Dutch, Danish and Polish history of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

July 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004345669
Price € 127 / US$ 153
E-ISBN 9789004371125
E-Price € 115 / US$ 138
Intersections, 57

Solitudo
Spaces, Places, and Times of Solitude in Late Medieval and Early Modern Cultures
Karl A.E. Enenkel, Westfälische Wilhelmsuniversität Münster, and Christine Göttler, Institut für Kunstgeschichte, Universität Bern

This book examines the ways in which spaces and places of solitude were conceived of, imagined, and represented in the late medieval and early modern periods. It explores the spatial, material, and affective dimensions of solitude, which have so far received only scant scholarly attention.

READERSHIP: All interested in the history of solitude from about 1300 to about 1800, and anyone concerned with the physical and metaphorical space of the desert and wilderness and the fashioning of religious, scholarly, and poetic selves.

June 2018
Hardback (xxxiv, 570 pp.)
ISBN 9789004349926
Price € 165 / US$ 198
E-ISBN 9789004367432
E-Price € 150 / US$ 180
Intersections, 56
Image, Imagination, and Cognition

*Medieval and Early Modern Theory and Practice*

**Christoph Lüthy**, Radboud University, **Claudia Swan**, Northwestern University, **Paul Bakker**, Radboud University, and **Claus Zittel**, Stuutgart Research Center for Text Studies

Multiple accounts of how theories of human psychology and of image-making influenced each other in a decisive period in the history of philosophy and art.

**READERSHIP:** All interested in the history of the interaction between art, philosophy, psychology and science in the early-modern period.

June 2018
Hardback (xvi, 324 pp.)
ISBN 9789004365735
Price € 121 / US$ 146
E-ISBN 9789004365742
E-Price € 110 / US$ 132
*Intersections*, 55

---

Louis VII and His World

Edited by **Michael L. Bardot**, Lincoln University of Missouri, and **Laurence W. Marvin**, Berry College

*Louis VII and His World* examines a lesser-known yet significant Capetian monarch and his role in the twelfth century. The essays focus upon the king’s leadership, administration and his connection to the events of the age.

**READERSHIP:** Anyone interested in twelfth-century France, medieval monarchy, biography, warfare, institutions and social history or biographical details on Louis VII and other members of the Capetian house.

June 2018
Hardback (approx. 240 pp.)
ISBN 9789004315167
Price € 83 / US$ 100
E-ISBN 9789004368002
E-Price € 75 / US$ 90
*Later Medieval Europe*, 18

---

Political Representation

*Communities, Ideas and Institutions in Europe* (c. 1200 - c. 1690)

Edited by **Mario Damen**, **Jelle Haemers** and **Alastair J. Mann**

*Political Representation* offers a wide consideration of the nature of representation in the political assemblies of pre-modern European, evaluating their creation, evolution, membership and ideological context.

**READERSHIP:** Europe-wide students and scholars in parliamentary institutions of the pre-modern period.

September 2018
Hardback (approx. 352 pp.)
ISBN 9789004352414
Price € 143 / US$ 165
E-ISBN 9789004363915
E-Price € 130 / US$ 150
*Later Medieval Europe*, 15
The Major Works of John Cotta
*The Short Discovery (1612) and The Trial of Witchcraft (1616)*
Todd H. J. Pettigrew, Cape Breton University, Stephanie M. Pettigrew, University of New Brunswick, and Jacques A. Bailly, University of Vermont

This volume presents the first critical edition of the works of the early modern physician and thinker John Cotta, who boldly called for reform in both medical practice and the prosecution of witchcraft.

READERSHIP: Those interested in the history of medicine, the history of witchcraft, or the history of early modern Europe, physicians, magic, law, theology, ethics, skepticism, case studies, especially in England, in particular.

September 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004367166
Price € 172 / US$ 198
E-ISBN 9789004372849
E-Price € 156 / US$ 179
*The Renaissance Society of America, 12*

A Companion to the Spanish Renaissance
*Hilaire Kallendorf*, Texas A&M

A renewed case for the inclusion of Spain within broader European Renaissance movements. This interdisciplinary volume offers a snapshot of the best new work being done in this area.

READERSHIP: RSA members, specialists in Golden Age Spain and colonial Latin America, Renaissance Studies experts, graduate students, university libraries, and scholars of history, religion, law, philosophy, women’s studies, and private life.

September 2018
Hardback (approx. 716 pp., 41 full-color illus., 3 full-color maps)
ISBN 9789004330931
Price € 329 / US$ 379
E-ISBN 9789004360372
E-Price € 299 / US$ 344
*The Renaissance Society of America, 12*

Topographies of Tolerance and Intolerance
*Responses to Religious Pluralism in Reformation Europe*
Edited by Marjorie Elizabeth Plummer, University of Arizona, and Victoria Christman, Luther College

The essays in *Topographies of Tolerance and Intolerance* explore lived experiences of religious plurality, providing insights into religious coexistence during the early modern period. In doing so, they challenge the narrative of a simple progression of tolerance and confessional identity.

September 2018
Hardback (approx. 276 pp.)
ISBN 9789004367654
Price € 114 / US$ 137
E-ISBN 9789004371309
E-Price € 105 / US$ 126
*Studies in Central European Histories, 64*
Artillery in the Era of the Crusades
*Siege Warfare and the Development of Trebuchet Technology*

Michael S. Fulton, University of British Columbia

In *Artillery in the Era of the Crusades*, Michael S. Fulton provides a detailed historical and archaeological study of the use and development of trebuchet technology in the Levant through the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.

READERSHIP: Specialists, students and all interested in medieval siege warfare and the military history of the Near East during the period of the crusades (1097-1291).

Italy and the Second World War
*Alternative Perspectives*

Edited by Emanuele Sica, Royal Military College of Canada, and Richard Carrier, Royal Military College of Canada

Italy in the Second World War brings together fifteen international scholars to offer new contributions to the study of Italian war experience, both civilian and military, during the Second World War.

READERSHIP: All interested in a multi-faceted approach to the history of the Second World War, with a focus on both the civilian and military perspective in Italian-occupied territories and in the Italian peninsula.

Encounters between Jesuits and Protestants in Asia and the Americas

Jorge Cañizares-Esguerra, University of Texas, Austin, Robert Aleksander Maryks, Independent Scholar, and R. Hsia, Penn State University

The present volume is a result of an international symposium on the encounters between Jesuits and Protestants in Asia and the Americas, which organized by Boston College's Institute for Advanced Jesuit Studies in June 2017.

READERSHIP: All interested in Jesuit studies, mission history, Christianity in Asia and the Americas, Catholic-Protestant encounters and ecumenism in general.
Law and Language in the Middle Ages
Edited by Jenny Benham, Cardiff University, Matthew McHaffie, King’s College London, and Helle Vogt, University of Copenhagen

Law and Language in the Middle Ages investigates the relationship between law and legal practice from the linguistic perspective, exploring not only how legal language expresses and advances power relations but also how the language of law legitimates power.

READERSHIP: With its disciplinary approach, and chronological and geographical range, this volume will be of interest to scholars and students of law, history, medieval languages, translation studies and digital humanities.

Barbarian or Greek?
The Charge of Barbarism and Early Christian Apologetics
Stamenka Emilova Antonova, Columbia University

An examination of the charge of barbarism against the early Christians in the context of ancient rhetorical practices and mechanisms of othering, marginalization and persecution in the Roman Empire.

READERSHIP: All interested in the history of early Christianity and the late Roman Empire, as well as the social and rhetorical dynamic of religious opposition and marginalization.

Heaven and Earth United
Instruments in Astrological Contexts

Recognising that almost every culture has entertained the idea that the stars and planets influence the Earth and its inhabitants, Heaven and Earth United explores the ways in which scientific instruments have been used for astrological purposes.

READERSHIP: All interested in the history of astronomy and astrology and, in particular, in the role of scientific instruments in astrological contexts between the 7th and the 18th centuries.

August 2018
Hardback (approx. 352 pp.)
ISBN 9789004342675
Price € 110 / US$ 132
E-ISBN 9789004375765
E-Price € 100 / US$ 120
Medieval Law and Its Practice, 25

August 2018
Hardback (350 pp.)
ISBN 9789004306257
Price € 119 / US$ 138
E-ISBN 9789004306240
E-Price € 109 / US$ 126
Studies in the History of Christian Traditions, 187

August 2018
Hardback (approx. 288 pp. incl. 83 illus.)
ISBN 9789004362758
Price € 139 / US$ 167
E-ISBN 9789004381438
E-Price € 115 / US$ 138
Scientific Instruments and Collections, 6
All Souls College, Oxford in the Early Eighteenth Century
*Piety, Political Imposition, and Legacy of the Glorious Revolution*

**Jeffrey R. Wigelsworth**, Red Deer College, Canada

A history of All Souls College under the Wardenship of Bernard Gardiner, that focuses on the ways in which the college and Gardiner were caught between competing visions of what England would look like in the aftermath of the Glorious Revolution.

**READERSHIP:** Those interested in the history of eighteenth-century England, English religion and heresy, the history of universities, the legacy of the 1688 Revolution, and the University of Oxford and its colleges.

Archival Afterlives
*Life, Death, and Knowledge-Making in Early Modern British Scientific and Medical Archives*

**Vera Keller**, University of Oregon, **Anna Marie Roos**, University of Lincoln, and **Elizabeth Yale**, University of Iowa

A collection of essays by an international team of scholars, Archival Afterlives explores the posthumous fortunes of scientific and medical archives in early modern Britain. It demonstrates the sustaining importance of archival institutions in the growth of the “New Sciences.”

**READERSHIP:** All interested in the early modern history of science, gender studies, material and visual culture, and the history of the library, book, and manuscript.

Contemplation and Philosophy: Scholastic and Mystical Modes of Medieval Philosophical Thought
*A Tribute to Kent Emery, Jr.*

Edited by **Roberto Hofmeister Pich** and **Andreas Speer**

This volume collects essays which are thematically connected through the work of Kent Emery Jr., to whom the volume is dedicated. A main focus lies on the attempts to bridge the gap between mysticism and a systematic approach to medieval philosophical thought.

**READERSHIP:** All interested in medieval philosophy and theology, in particular in the intersection of mysticism and speculative philosophical and theological thought.

---

August 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004375338
Price € 103 / US$ 124
E-ISBN 9789004375352
E-Price € 94 / US$ 113
*Scientific and Learned Cultures and Their Institutions, 24*

June 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004324299
Price € 116 / US$ 140
E-ISBN 9789004324305
E-Price € 105 / US$ 126
*Scientific and Learned Cultures and Their Institutions, 23*

August 2018
Hardback (approx. 896 pp.)
ISBN 9789004376281
Price € 149 / US$ 180
E-ISBN 9789004379299
E-Price € 135 / US$ 162
*Studien und Texte zur Geistesgeschichte des Mittelalters, 125*
A Sea of Love
*The Atlantic Correspondence of Francis and Mathilde Lieber, 1839-1845*
Claudia Schnurmann, Universität Hamburg

A Sea of Love presents 95 letters exchanged between the famous Berlin born scholar Francis Lieber and his wife Mathilde who in 1839-1845 lived separated by the Atlantic, in Columbia/SC and Hamburg. Their writings reflect general notions and ideas shared by well-educated citizens of an Atlantic Republic of Letters connected by culture, interests, and emotions.

**READERSHIP:** Relevant to academia and laymen alike interested in 19th c. US-American, British, and German Studies, history of Columbia/SC, Hamburg, and Berlin/Prussia, genealogy, family and migration/migrants' history and cultural history.

July 2018
Hardback (approx. 885 pp.)
ISBN 9789004344242
Price € 248 / US$ 298
E-ISBN 9789004344259
E-Price € 225 / US$ 270
*Brill's Specials in Modern History, 3*

Generosity and Refugees: The Kosovars in Exile
Robert Carr, Griffith University

Generosity and Refugees is a political and social history engaging with the dimensions of generosity via a study about Kosovar refugees fleeing to Australia during the 1999 war in the former Yugoslavia.

**READERSHIP:** All interested in the history and politics surrounding refugees, particularly in Australia, as well as the history of Yugoslavia generally, international human rights, war and studies in media framing.

June 2018
Hardback (approx. 268 pp.)
ISBN 9789004344112
Price € 138 / US$ 166
E-ISBN 9789004344129
E-Price € 125 / US$ 150
*Brill's Specials in Modern History, 2*

Lamennais: A Believer’s Revolutionary Politics
Edited by Richard A. Lebrun, Jerry Ryan, and Sylvain Milbach

English translations of the most influential and debated writings of Félicité de Lamennais, a controversial French priest, the founder of Liberal Catholicism, who left the Church after his ideas were condemned by Rome.

June 2018
Hardback (328 pages)
ISBN 9789004367241
Price € 105 / US$ 121
E-ISBN 9789004367609
E-Price € 95 / US$ 110
*Studies in the History of Political Thought, 13*
The Baltic Yearbook of International Law is an annual publication containing contributions on topical issues in international law and related fields that are relevant to Baltic affairs and beyond. Each Yearbook focuses on a theme with particular importance to the development of international law.

The Israel Yearbook on Human Rights— an annual published under the auspices of the Faculty of Law of Tel Aviv University since 1971— is devoted to publishing studies by distinguished scholars in Israel and other countries on human rights in peace and war, with particular emphasis on problems relevant to the State of Israel and the Jewish people.

The Asian Yearbook of Human Rights and Humanitarian Law aims to publish peer-reviewed scholarly articles and reviews as well as significant developments in human rights and humanitarian law. It examines international human rights and humanitarian law with a global reach, though its particular focus is on the Asian region. The focused theme of Volume II is: Islamic Law and its Implementation in Asia and the Middle East.
Children's Rights in Health Care
Edited by Jozef H.H.M. Dorscheidt, University of Groningen, and Jaap E. Doek, VU University of Amsterdam

This volume contains several analyses of health rights issues related to children. The various chapters provide an overview of this captivating area and may be of special interest to lawyers, health care professionals, ethicists, psychologists, judicial institutions, policy makers, interest groups, students and all others who are concerned with the children's rights perspective on health care.

Regulating International Sport
Power, Authority and Legitimacy
Lloyd Freeburn, University of Melbourne

In Regulating International Sport, Lloyd Freeburn provides a ground-breaking account of the legal basis of regulatory power in international sport and outlines the reforms necessary to give the regime legality and legitimacy.

The Noble Banner of Human Rights
Essays in Memory of Tom Lantos
Edited by Anna-Mária Bíró, Tom Lantos Institute, and Katrina Lantos Swett, Lantos Foundation for Human Rights and Justice

With articles authored by leading academics this Festschrift remembers Tom Lantos's extensive human rights activism on the human rights themes he was passionately involved with around the world. The essays offer new insights on a range of topical human rights issues, such as human rights education, religious freedom, post-conflict justice, minority rights and identity politics.

READERSHIP: All interested in sports law including academics, students, sports governing bodies and participants in sports including players associations, the representatives of professional athletes, professional sports teams and leagues.

READERSHIP: All interested in recent developments and the most pressing issues of human and minority rights and identity politics in selected regions of the world.

September 2018
Hardback (approx. 640 pp.)
ISBN 9789004327566
Price € 235 / US$ 282
E-ISBN 9789004327573
E-Price € 212 / US$ 254
Imprint: Brill | Nijhoff

September 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004379787
Price € 127 / US$ 153
E-ISBN 9789004379794
E-Price € 115 / US$ 138
Imprint: Brill | Nijhoff

August 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004376953
Price € 198 / US$ 238
E-ISBN 9789004376960
E-Price € 180 / US$ 216
Imprint: Brill | Nijhoff
Religion and International Law
_Living Together_
Robert Uerpmann-Wittzack, University of Regensburg, Evelyne Lagrange, Sorbonne Law School, and Stefan Oeter, University of Hamburg

Religion and International Law explores international law responses to the challenges of growing religious antagonisms. Building on historic concepts, it looks at the role of religious institutions and religious law before examining the contribution of human rights bodies and particular human rights.

READERSHIP: All interested in legal scholarship and practice concerning religion and the law. Legal scholars, Government officials, lawyers working for religious organizations, international organizations or NGOs.

Non-State Actors and International Obligations
_Creation, Evolution and Enforcement_
Edited by James Summers, University of Lancaster, and Alex Gough, University of Lancaster

This collection studies the contribution of non-state actors to international obligations. Chapters by academics and practitioners address the role that these actors play in the sources of obligations, their implementation, human rights aspects, dispute settlement, responsibility and legal accountability.

READERSHIP: This collection will be of particular interest to academics, practitioners and post-graduate students addressing the role of non-state actors in international legal obligations.

The Future of Ocean Governance and Capacity Development
_Essays in Honor of Elisabeth Mann Borgese (1918-2002)_
Edited by the International Ocean Institute – Canada

The International Ocean Institute – Canada has compiled more than 80 insightful essays on the future of ocean governance and capacity development, based largely on themes of its Training Program at Dalhousie University in Canada, to honor the work of Elisabeth Mann Borgese (1918-2002).

READERSHIP: The essays cover a broad range of ocean governance and capacity development issues and explore future benefits and challenges. This essential collection is aimed at professionals, students and citizens alike.
Stress Testing the Law of the Sea  
*Dispute Resolution, Disasters & Emerging Challenges*  
Edited by Stephen Minas, Transnational Law Institute, King’s College London, and H. Jordan Diamond, Center for Law, Energy, and the Environment

In *Stress Testing the Law of the Sea*, leading UNCLOS practitioners and scholars examine key developments in dispute resolution and the impacts on ocean law of climate change, disasters and expanding energy exploration.

**READERSHIP:** Practitioners, academics and graduate students of the law of the sea, especially those concerned with UNCLOS’ dispute resolution and environment and energy aspects, and International Relations scholars in related fields.

The Right of *Actio Popularis* before International Courts and Tribunals  
Farid Ahmadov, “ADA” University

In *The Right of Actio Popularis before International Courts and Tribunals* Farid Ahmadov provides a detailed analysis of the elements of *actio popularis* and its operation before various international courts and tribunals.

**READERSHIP:** All interested in public international law, international dispute settlement and law in general.

The Seal Hunt  
*Cultures, Economies and Legal Regimes*  
Nikolas Sellheim

In *The Seal Hunt*, Sellheim offers an analysis of the cultural, economic and legal aspects circling around the global seal hunt, with a focus on the European Union and the World Trade Organization.

**READERSHIP:** All interested in the histories and contemporary statuses of cultures and legal regimes surrounding the hunt for seals worldwide, and anyone with a wider interest in the European Union and international trade law.
How High the Sky?
*The Definition and Delimitation of Outer Space and Territorial Airspace in International Law*
Thomas Gangale

In *How High the Sky?*, Thomas Gangale explores the oldest and most intractable controversy in space law: how far up does national airspace go, and where does the international environment of outer space begin?

**READERSHIP:** All interested in space law and space policy, in particular the problem of the delimitation of outer space and the legal definition of “space object” and “space activity.”

---

Human and Societal Security in the Circumpolar Arctic
*Special Focus on Local and Indigenous Communities*
Edited by Kamrul Hossain, Jose Miguel Roncero Martin and Anna Petrétei, Arctic Centre, Northern Institute for Environmental and Minority Law

The *Human and Societal Security in the Circumpolar Arctic* addresses the comprehensive understanding of security in the Arctic, and specific challenges of the Arctic population from the viewpoint of human security.

**READERSHIP:** Academics, Arctic stakeholders (e.g. local communities, regional governance bodies), students and the general public. Anyone interested in the issues of human security in the Arctic and different aspects thereof.

---

Revisiting Unity and Diversity in Federal Countries
*Changing Concepts, Reform Proposals and New Institutional Realities*
Edited by Alain-G Gagnon, Université du Québec à Montréal, and Michael Burgess

The principal aim of this book is to revisit the basic theme of “unity and diversity” that remains at the heart of research into federalism and federation. It is time to take another look at its contemporary relevance to ascertain how far the bifocal relationship between unity and diversity has evolved over the years and has been translated into changing conceptual lenses, practical reform proposals and in some cases new institutional practices.
The Companion to International Humanitarian Law
Edited by Dražan Djukić, Pre-Trial Division of the International Criminal Court, and Niccolò Pons, Kosovo Specialist Chambers

Investigating Civilian Casualties in Time of Armed Conflict and Belligerent Occupation
Manoeuvring between Legal Regimes and Paradigms for the Use of Force
Alon Margalit

Drones and Other Unmanned Weapons Systems under International Law
Stuart Casey-Maslen, University of Pretoria, Maziar Homayounnejad, University of Warwick, Hilary Stauffer, United Nations, and Nathalie Weizmann, United Nations

The Companion to International Humanitarian Law offers a much-needed tool for both scholars and practitioners, supplying information accessible enough to enable a variety of users to quickly familiarise themselves with it and sufficiently comprehensive to be a source for reflection and further research for more demanding users. Its aim is to facilitate the practical application of IHL, and be of use to a wide audience interested in or confronted with IHL.

In Investigating Civilian Casualties Alon Margalit discusses the appropriate response to State-caused fatalities. Highlighting various legal and practical challenges, the State's duty to investigate is considered amid increasing public scrutiny and influence of human rights law during military operations.

READERSHIP: All interested in public international law, in particular humanitarian law and human rights law, and anyone concerned with military justice and war studies or working in conflict and post-conflict settings.

Drone strikes have become a key feature of counterterrorism operations in an increasing number of countries. This work explores the various domestic and international legal regimes that govern the manufacture, transfer, and use of armed drones as well as fully autonomous weapons systems where computer algorithms decide who or what to target and when to fire.

READERSHIP: Legal scholars and practitioners, postgraduate courses on law or international relations, diplomats, activists and security experts, including those specialised in counterterrorism.
Global Commons and the Law of the Sea
Edited by Keuyan Zou, University of Central Lancashire

Global Commons and the Law of the Sea respectively addresses the principle of the common heritage of mankind (CHM), freedoms of high seas, deep sea mining and international seabed, area beyond national jurisdiction (ABNJ) governance, management of geoengineering and generic resources, and recent developments in the polar regions.

READERSHIP: This volume provides a useful reference to policy and law makers, students and researchers, and the public for the realization of the goals of good governance of global commons.

Pleadings, Minutes of Public Sittings and Documents / Mémoires, procès-verbaux des audiences publiques et documents, Volume 25 (2016)
International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea

This volume of Pleadings, Minutes of Public Sittings and Documents contains the pleadings, minutes of sittings and other documents concerning: The M/V “Norstar” Case (Panama v. Italy), Preliminary Objections.

Recueil des cours, Collected Courses
Tome 390
Académie de droit international de La Haye / Hague Academy of International Law

The Allocation of Power between Arbitral Tribunals and State Courts by A.S. Rau.
Recueil des cours, Collected Courses
Tome 388
Académie de Droit International de la Ha


Ukrainian Banking Regulation
Its Challenges and Transition towards European Standards
Olga Afanasyeva, Ukrainian Banking Academy, and Armin Kammel, Lauder Business School, Vienna

Ukrainian Banking Regulation elaborates on the process of implementing EU regulations in Ukraine by providing an in-depth background of current Ukrainian banking regulation, its economics and the challenges of complying with the new EU standards.

What Is Market Manipulation?
An Analysis of the Concept in a European and Nordic Context
Andri Fannar Bergþórsson, University of Reykjavik, Iceland

In What Is Market manipulation? Dr. Bergþórsson offers unique insight to and interpretation of the concept of market manipulation as described in the 2014 Market Abuse Regulation (MAR) from the European Union.

READERSHIP: All interested in the EU-Ukraine relationship, practitioners and Ph.D. researchers in the fields of banking, finance, investment and law that deal in this cross-border context.

READERSHIP: All interested in capital market regulation in Europe, and anyone concerned with market abuse, in particular market manipulation, in capital markets and financial crimes in general.

June 2018
Hardback (302 pp.)
ISBN 9789004361201
Price € 155 / US$ 199
Collected Courses of The Hague Academy of International Law - Recueil des cours, 388
Imprint: Brill | Nijhoff

July 2018
Paperback
ISBN 9789004381414
Price € 70 / US$ 84
E-ISBN 9789004381421
E-Price € 70 / US$ 84
Brill Research Perspectives

July 2018
Paperback
ISBN 9789004366640
Price € 210 / US$ 252
E-ISBN 9789004366657
E-Price € 210 / US$ 252
Brill Research Perspectives
**Joint Development of Offshore Oil and Gas Resources in the Arctic Ocean Region and the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea**

*John Abrahamson, Australian National University*

In *Joint Development of Offshore Oil and Gas Resources in the Arctic Ocean Region*, John Abrahamson analyses the competing maritime claims in the Arctic Ocean region, and the potential use of Joint Development Zones to address the related resource conflicts.

**The Organisation of the Anthropocene**

*In Our Hands?*

*Jorge E. Viñuales, The University of Cambridge*

In *The Organisation of the Anthropocene*, J. E. Viñuales explores the legal dimensions of the currently advocated new geological epoch called the Anthropocene, in which humans are the defining force.

**Comparative Discrimination Law**

*Age as a Protected Ground*

*Lucy Vickers*

This comparative review of age as a protected ground in discrimination law explores the underpinning questions and themes related to two main dimensions of age discrimination. The first dimension is structural, economic and labour market driven, whereby age is used to allocate a range of rights, obligations and benefits within society. The second is the social justice and equality dimension, in which age is understood as an aspect of individual identity that is worthy of protection against indignity or detriment.

**READERSHIP:** All interested in continental shelf claims to offshore oil and gas resources in the Arctic Ocean region and potential use of joint development zones for cooperative resource development.

**READERSHIP:** All interested in understanding the meaning and implications of the Anthropocene for social organization.

---

**July 2018**

*Paperback*

ISBN 9789004380097

Price € 70 / US$ 84

E-ISBN 9789004380103

E-Price € 70 / US$ 84

*Brill Research Perspectives*

**July 2018**

*Paperback*

ISBN 9789004381353

Price € 70 / US$ 84

E-ISBN 9789004381360

E-Price € 70 / US$ 84

*Brill Research Perspectives*

**June 2018**

*Paperback (approx. 108 pp.)*

ISBN 9789004345539

Price € 70 / US$ 84

E-ISBN 9789004345546

E-Price € 70 / US$ 84

*Brill Research Perspectives*
The Menorah
Evolving into the Most Important Jewish Symbol
Rachel Hachlili, University of Haifa

The Menorah, the ancient seven-armed candelabrum, was the most important Jewish symbol both in the Land of Israel and the Diaspora. The menorah was the most important of the Temple vessels and it also came to symbolize Judaism, when it was necessary to distinguish synagogues and Jewish tombs from Christian or pagan structures. This book is a continuation of Hachlili's earlier comprehensive study, *The Menorah, the Ancient Seven-armed Candelabrum: Origin, Form and Significance* (Brill, 2001). It entails the compilation and study of the material of the past two decades, presenting the theme of the menorah, focusing on its development, form, meaning, significance, and symbolism in antiquity.

READERSHIP: All interested in Jewish and Christian art and archaeology, especially in the main Jewish symbol - the menorah.
From Catalonia to the Caribbean: The Sephardic Orbit from Medieval to Modern Times

Essays in Honor of Jane S. Gerber
Edited by Federica Francesconi, Stanley Mirvis, and Brian M. Smollett

From Catalonia to the Caribbean is a polyphonic collection of essays in dialogue with Jane S. Gerber’s seminal contributions to Sephardic Studies. The essays present new sources and new perspectives that challenge our perceptions of the Sephardic experience from Medieval to Modern Times.

READERSHIP: Readers include senior scholars, students, and a popular audience interested in the history of Sephardic Diasporas.

Theological Encounters at a Crossroads

An Edition and Translation of Judah Hadassi’s Eshkol ha-kofer, First Commandment, and Studies of the Book’s Judaean-Arabic and Byzantine Contexts

Daniel J. Lasker, Johannes Niehoff-Panagiotidis, and David Sklare

Theological Encounters at a Crossroads presents a scientific edition of the first quarter of Judah Hadassi’s Eshkol ha-kofer, an annotated English translation, studies of his Karaite theology, and an analysis and transcription of Greek words which appear in Hebrew script.

READERSHIP: This book is intended for all students of medieval Jewish theology, Karaim, Hebrew literature, Jewish sectarianism, Byzantine thought, Greek linguistics, and intercultural exchange between Jews and Christians.

The Evolution of al-Ḥarizi’s Taḥkemoni

Cambridge Genizah Studies Series Volume 9

Michael Rand, University of Cambridge

Michael Rand’s The Evolution of al-Ḥarizi’s Taḥkemoni offers an in-depth, textually-grounded analysis of the development of al-Ḥarizi’s classic maqama collection, together with some previously unknown texts that may very well have originally belonged to the Taḥkemoni.

READERSHIP: The main audience for this work are specialists and students in the field of Golden-Age Spanish Hebrew poetry and the maqama literature, along with academic libraries.
Splendor, Decline, and Rediscovery of Yiddish in Latin America
Edited by Malena Chinski, CONICET, and Alan Astro, Trinity University

Jewish Languages in Historical Perspective
Edited by Lily Kahn, UCL

Aramaic Magic Bowls in the Vorderasiatisches Museum in Berlin
Descriptive List and Edition of Selected Texts
Siam Bhayro, University of Exeter, James Nathan Ford, Bar-Ilan University, Dan Levene, University of Southampton, and Ortal-Paz Saar, Utrecht University

Splendor, Decline, and Rediscovery of Yiddish in Latin America explores the history and legacy of the language and its speakers from the late 19th century onward, in a region where Yiddish culture has been neglected by mainstream scholarship.

READERSHIP: This book is for those interested in Yiddish, Latin America, and modern Jewish life, in particular; as well as in minority literatures, identity, and acculturation, in general.

Jewish Languages in Historical Perspective examines key socio-linguistic themes relating to the spoken and written language varieties employed by Jews in the Diaspora from antiquity until the twenty-first century. It includes chapters on Aramaic, Judeo-Arabic, Jewish Berber, Judeo-Italian, Karaïm, Ladino, and Yiddish.

READERSHIP: All interested in the history or use of Jewish languages or minority languages, and language contact in general.

Aramaic Magic Bowls in the Vorderasiatisches Museum in Berlin presents a description of the Vorderasiatisches Museum's magic bowls, including details of users and other names, biblical quotations, parallel texts, and linguistic features. Furthermore, sixteen texts, which are representative of the whole collection, are edited.

READERSHIP: All those interested in Aramaic and Semitics, as well as those interested in the history and religion of the near east in late antiquity and magic in general.
Ordinary Jerusalem 1840-1940

*Opening New Archives, Revisiting a Global City*
Edited by Angelos Dalachanis, French School of Athens, and Vincent Lemire, Paris-Est Marne-la-Vallée University

In *Ordinary Jerusalem, 1840–1940*, Angelos Dalachanis, Vincent Lemire and thirty-five scholars, mostly young academics, utilize new archives to revisit the global, extraordinary city of Jerusalem in the late Ottoman and Mandate periods.

**READERSHIP:** All interested in the history of Jerusalem, Palestine and the Middle East, the urban history of the late Ottoman period and Mandate periods and those concerned in the archival material of Jerusalem.

July 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004375734
Price € 187 / US$ 225
Open Jerusalem, 1

Lost in Translation, Found in Transliteration

*Books, Censorship, and the Evolution of the Spanish and Portuguese Jews’ Congregation of London as a Linguistic Community, 1663–1810*

Alex Kerner, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem

In *Lost in Translation, Found in Transliteration*, Alex Kerner examines communal usage of languages and censorship policies on printed materials, proposing to look at London’s Spanish and Portuguese Jews’ congregation in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries as a linguistic community.

**READERSHIP:** Readers interested in early modern Judaism in Western Europe, the history of Sephardi Judaism, the history of the Jews in England, the history of book printing and censorship, and sociolinguistics.

June 2018
Hardback (xii, 284 pp.)
ISBN 9789004367036
Price € 154 / US$ 185
E-ISBN 9789004367050
E-Price € 140 / US$ 168
Studies in Jewish History and Culture, 53

Sources and Interpretation in Ancient Judaism

*Studies for Tal Ilan at Sixty*
Edited by Meron M. Piotrkowski, Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Saskia Dönitz, Freie Universität Berlin, and Geoffrey Herman, Hebrew University of Jerusalem

A collection of studies by 14 scholars, designed to honor an outstanding scholar in the field of Ancient Judaism, Tal Ilan. These studies reflect realms within the broad field of Ancient Judaism that are central to Ilan’s scholarship.

**READERSHIP:** Experts and educated lay people interested in the latest scholarly developments in the fields of Ancient Judaism, Biblical scholarship, Epigraphy, Papyrology and Archaeology.

June 2018
Hardback (xx, 388 pp.)
ISBN 9789004366411
Price € 132 / US$ 159
E-ISBN 9789004366985
E-Price € 120 / US$ 144
Ancient Judaism and Early Christianity, 104
Annotated Texts in Beṭṭa Kurumba

Gail M. Coelho, University of Delhi

“A Russian-Yakut-Ewenki Trilingual Dictionary” by N.V. Sljunin
Edition, Introduction and Notes by José Andrés Alonso de la Fuente
José Andrés Alonso de la Fuente, Jagiellonian University Library

The distinctive terminology in Šarḥ al-Kāfiya by Raḍī al-Dīn al-ʾAstarābāḏī
Beata Sheyhatovitch, Tel Aviv University

Annotated Texts in Beṭṭa Kurumba presents interlinearised texts in a Dravidian language of southwestern India. The texts are accompanied by a grammatical sketch and a glossary. Together with rich linguistic data, they provide cultural information about a highly under-studied community.

READERSHIP: All interested in the grammar of the world’s languages, particularly the Dravidian languages, and in the culture of the Nilgiri-Wayanad region, including its folklore, social organization, and religious practices.

In “A Russian-Yakut-Ewenki trilingual dictionary” by N.V. Sljunin, José Andrés Alonso de la Fuente offers the philological edition of a nineteenth-century source of two indigenous languages from Siberia.

READERSHIP: All interested in Tungusic and Turkic linguistics, and anyone concerned with the historical documentation and evolution of endangered languages in Northeast Asia.

In The distinctive terminology in Šarḥ al-Kāfiya by Raḍī l-Dīn al-ʾAstarābāḏī Beata Sheyhatovitch offers a comprehensive and systematic study of terminology used by a highly perceptive and original Arab grammarian from 13th century C.E.

READERSHIP: Anyone interested in Arabic linguistic thought and the works of medieval Arab grammarians; students and researchers of Arabic grammar and syntax; scholars of the history of logic, theology or jurisprudence.

September 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004378223
Price € 165 / US$ 198
E-ISBN 9789004378247
E-Price € 150 / US$ 180
Brill’s Studies in South and Southwest Asian Languages, 10

September 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004375628
Price € 165 / US$ 198
E-ISBN 9789004375857
E-Price € 150 / US$ 180
Languages of Asia, 18

September 2018
Hardback (xii, 249 pp., index)
ISBN 9789004369122
Price € 105 / US$ 126
E-ISBN 9789004377059
E-Price € 95 / US$ 114
Studies in Semitic Languages and Linguistics, 96
Corpus of Soqotri Oral Literature

Volume 2

Vitaly Naumkin, Russian Academy of Sciences, and Leonid Kogan, Russian State University for the Humanities

The second volume of Corpus of Soqotri Oral Literature comprises 30 newly published texts in the Modern South Arabian language Soqotri (island of Soqotra, Gulf of Aden, Yemen). The richly annotated texts are translated into English and Arabic; a Soqotri-English-Glossary completes the installment.

READERSHIP: All interested in descriptive and comparative Semitic linguistics, Modern South Arabian studies, Middle Eastern oral literature, and the sociolinguistic landscape of Yemen.

Saussure and Sechehaye: Myth and Genius

A Study in the History of Linguistics and the Foundations of Language

Pieter A. M. Seuren, Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics

This book questions Saussure as great innovator in linguistics, while his junior colleague Sechehaye is finally given the credit he deserves. Both men’s lives and works are discussed in detail against the backdrop of their day and the issues concerned.

READERSHIP: All interested in the history of linguistics, especially European structuralism, in the theory of grammar and semantics, and in the philosophy of language.

Beyond Grammaticalization and Discourse Markers

New Issues in the Study of Language Change

Edited by Salvador Pons Bordería, University of Valencia, and Óscar Loureda Lamas, University of Heidelberg

Beyond Grammaticalization and Discourse Markers offers a comprehensive account of the most promising new directions in the field of grammaticalization. From major theoretical issues to hardly addressed experimental questions, this volume explores new ways to expand – or challenge – current ideas on grammaticalization.

READERSHIP: All scholars interested in grammaticalization studies, and most scholars working on discourse markers, as well as master and graduate students.
Presented Discourse in Popular Science

*Professional Voices in Books for Lay Audiences*

Olga A. Pilkington, Dixie State University

In *Presented Discourse in Popular Science*, Olga A. Pilkington explores the forms and functions of the voices of scientists in books written for non-professionals. This analysis is an acknowledgment of the social consequences of popularization.

Readership: All interested in popular science writing, as well as everyone interested in the functions of presented discourse in general; anyone concerned with narratology and the study of fictionality in non-fiction.

A Bibliography of South African Languages, 2008-2017

*With an Introduction by Menán du Plessis*

Edited and compiled by Eline van der Veken, René Genis and Anne Aarssen

This concise bibliography on South-African Languages and Linguistics was compiled on the occasion of the 20th International Congress of Linguists in Cape Town, South Africa, in July 2018. The selection of titles is drawn from the Linguistic Bibliography and gives an overview of scholarship on South African language studies over the past 10 years.

A Bibliography of Sign Languages, 2008-2017

*With an Introduction by Myriam Vermeerbergen and Anna-Lena Nilsson*

Edited and compiled by Eline van der Veken, René Genis and Anne Aarssen

This concise bibliography on Sign Languages was compiled on the occasion of the 20th International Congress of Linguists in Cape Town, South Africa, in July 2018. The selection of titles is drawn from the Linguistic Bibliography and gives an overview of scholarship on Sign language over the past 10 years.
Antifascist literature repurposed Nazi stereotypes to express opposition. These stereotypes became adaptable ideological signifiers during the political struggles in interwar Germany and Austria, and they remain integral elements in today's cultural imagination.

READERSHIP: Scholars and students of twentieth century German and Austrian culture and Nazi propaganda and ideology; antifascist literature, the production and reproduction of Nazi stereotypes, and gendered Nazi characters.
**Intertextualité surréaliste dans la poésie de René Char**

*Apparitions et réapparitions de l’image d’Artine*

**Julie S. Kleiva**, University of Oslo

**Readership:** All interested in the poetry of René Char, avant-garde art and theory, and poetry and art of the 19th and 20th Century.

---

**Traverser la peinture. Diderot - Baudelaire**

**Nathalie Kremer**, Université Sorbonne Nouvelle - Paris 3

**Readership:** This book is for readers interested in our modern relation to art, and for those enquiring into the ideas on painting of Diderot and Baudelaire.

---

**Medicine and Maladies**

*Representing Affliction in Nineteenth-Century France*

Edited by **Sophie Leroy**

**Readership:** All interested in nineteenth-century France, as well as anyone concerned with the broader themes of science and literature, medicine and visual culture, and the history of medical practice and medical discourse.
Marguerite Duras: Un théâtre de voix / A Theatre of Voices presents a radical reappraisal of the plays of Marguerite Duras. Cutting-edge research, particularly in relation to the vocal and auditory dimensions of her plays, establishes Duras as a leading innovator in twentieth-century theatre.

Teaching Modernist Anglophone Literature features “make-it-new” classroom approaches to modernist authors with an emphasis on inspiring pedagogy grounded in educational theory and contemporary digital media. It includes innovative project ideas, assignments, and examples of student work.

In La miniature, dispositif artistique et modèle épistémologique, contemporary artists and specialists in architecture, literature and clinical psychology focus on the new playful, cognitive, didactic and artistic functions of the miniature since the early 1960s.


READERSHIP: Educators at university and secondary school levels, education institutes, graduate and undergraduate students, researchers, academic libraries, public libraries, psychologists, sociologists, laymen/laywomen interested in creativity.

READERSHIP: All interested in the contemporary arts, architecture, literature and cognitive sciences and anyone concerned with the aquariums, dioramas, dollhouses, miniature museums, collections of miniature objects.

Marguerite Duras
Un théâtre de voix / A Theatre of Voices
Edited by Mary Noonan, University College Cork, and Joëlle Pagès-Pindon, Thalim-Sorbonne Nouvelle

Teaching Modernist Anglophone Literature
Edited by Mary C. Madden, Saint Leo University, and Precious McKenzie, Rocky Mountain College

La miniature, dispositif artistique et modèle épistémologique
Edited by Isabelle Roussel-Gillet, Université d’Artois, and Évelyne Thoizet, Université d’Artois
Immigrant and Ethnic-Minority Writers since 1945
Fourteen National Contexts in Europe and Beyond
Edited by Wiebke Sievers, Austrian Academy of Sciences, and Sandra Vlasta, Johannes Gutenberg-Universität Mainz

This is the first volume to present an international overview of immigrant and ethnic-minority writing in 14 national contexts and a conclusion discussing this writing as a vanguard of cultural change.

Oscar Wilde in Vienna
Pleasing and Teasing the Audience
Sandra Mayer, University of Vienna, University of Oxford

In Oscar Wilde in Vienna, Sandra Mayer examines the reception and performance history of Oscar Wilde's dramatic works on Viennese stages from the turn of the twentieth century up to the present.

Le Queer Impérial
Male homoerotic desire in francophone colonial and postcolonial literature
Julin Everett, Ursinus College

In Le Queer Impérial Julin Everett explores the taboo subject of male homoerotic desire between black Africans and white Europeans in francophone colonial and postcolonial literatures.

READERSHIP: Literary scholars interested in immigrant and ethnic-minority writing. Furthermore, this volume is an ideal starting point for students and researchers entering this field of study.

READERSHIP: Scholars, students, and readers interested in Oscar Wilde and his international reception, the performance history of his plays, Viennese theatre and cultural history, and mechanisms of cultural transfer and canonisation.

READERSHIP: All interested in colonial francophone literature, in postcolonial francophone literature and comparative analyses of the two. Readers interested in queer, gender and race studies in a black African and white European context.
Emblems in Scotland
Motifs and Meanings
Michael Bath, University of Strathclyde

Emblems in the visual arts use motifs which have meanings, and in this ground-breaking, richly illustrated book Michael Bath, leading authority on Renaissance emblem books, shows how such symbolic motifs in Scotland address major historical issues of Anglo-Scottish relations.

READERSHIP: Learned readers and scholars interested in emblems, the Renaissance and Scottish cultural studies.

July 2018
Hardback (approx. 250 pp. 188 ill.)
ISBN 9789004364059
Price € 125 / US$ 150
E-ISBN 9789004364066
E-Price € 112 / US$ 134

SCROLL: Scottish Cultural Review of Language and Literature, 28
Imprint: Brill | Rodopi

Arts, Religion, and the Environment
Exploring Nature’s Texture
Edited by Sigurd Bergmann, Norwegian University of Science and Technology, and Forrest Clingerman, Ohio Northern University

Exploring Nature’s Texture brings together a collection of internationally-known group of artists, theologians, anthropologists and philosophers to look at the imaginative possibilities of using the visual arts to address the breakdown of the human relationship with the environment.

READERSHIP: Scholars and students in theology/religious studies, art history, artists and curators, environmental humanities, environmental studies, philosophy, anthropology, environmental arts, architecture, sociology.

July 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004355354
Price € 94 / US$ 109
E-ISBN 9789004358980
E-Price € 85 / US$ 98

Studies in Environmental Humanities, 6
Imprint: Brill | Rodopi

Resistance and the City
Challenging Urban Space
Edited by Christoph Ehland, University of Paderborn, and Pascal Fischer, University of Bamberg

Resistance and the City focuses on the diverse strategies of resistance and subversion that challenge the stability of the hegemonic order of urban communities.

READERSHIP: All interested in urban space, phenomena of resistance from open rioting to counter cultural activities.

July 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004369184
Price € 110 / US$ 132
E-ISBN 9789004369207
E-Price € 100 / US$ 120

Spatial Practices, 27
Imprint: Brill | Rodopi
Resistance and the City
*Negotiating Urban Identities: Race, Class, and Gender*
Edited by Christoph Ehland, University of Paderborn, and Pascal Fischer, University of Bamberg

The second volume of *Resistance and the City* emphasises the significance of race, class, and gender for negotiations over hegemony in urban communities.

Comparing Grief in French, British and Canadian Great War Fiction (1977-2014)
Anna Branach-Kallas, Nicolaus Copernicus University, Toruń, and Piotr Sadkowski, Nicolaus Copernicus University, Toruń

This study of historical, sociological, philosophical and literary sources, shows how, by both consolidating and contesting national myths, fiction continues to construct the 1914-1918 conflict as a cultural trauma, illuminating at the same time some of our most recent ethical concerns.

The French Nonprofit Sector
*A Literature Review*
Laura Nirello, Centre Lillois d’Etudes et de Recherches Sociologiques et Economiques, and Lionel Prouteau, University of Nantes

This article deals with the literature on the French nonprofit sector (NPS).

READERSHIP: All readers interested in the First World War, its fictional representation, recent novels in English and French, as well as comparative literary studies.

READERSHIP: Anyone interested in the field of Voluntaristics worldwide, academics and researchers in anthropology, sociology, political science, economics, and psychology, and those interested in Area studies, the social professions, and history.
In *The Drama of Reality Television: Lives of Youth in Liquid Modern Times*, the author offers a glimpse into the lives, viewing habits, and opinions of today’s Generation Z. While reality television is quite often viewed as just a guilty pleasure, the conversations that the author had with young people show that reality television is a major pedagogical force in the lives of young viewers. This is compounded by our current liquid modern time period; a time in which everything is fluid, there are no solid bonds and people are disposable. The author shares the incredible conversations that she had with seven honest, insightful pre-teens to give us a deeper understanding of the ways in which just a ‘guilty pleasure’ is working to deeply impact the lives of young people.

**READERSHIP:** Those involved in shaping the lives of today’s youth – teachers, parents, researchers and even pre-service teachers.
Encyclopaedia of Islam THREE 2018-5
Edited by Kate Fleet, Gudrun Krämer, Denis Matringe, John Nawas and Everett Rowson

Set of yearbooks of the Index Islamicus, 1906-2016 (33 vols.)
Compiled & edited by J.D. Pearson (Vols. 1-6), Ann Walsh (Vol. 4), Wolfgang Behn (Vol. 6), G.J. Roper (Vols. 7, 10-18), Heather Bleaney (Vols. 10-...), Susan Sinclair (Vols. 24-...), Pablo García Suárez (Vols. 25-...), Gregor Schwab (Vols. 26-...)

The Third Edition of Brill’s Encyclopaedia of Islam is an entirely new work, with new articles reflecting the great diversity of current scholarship. It appears in substantial segments each year, both online and in print. The new scope includes comprehensive coverage of Islam in the twentieth century and of Muslim minorities all over the world.

The Yearbooks are published as part of the annual journal subscription, but are also available individually or as a set. Available for the entire period since 1906.

The History (Ta’rikh) by Ibn Wādıḥ al-Ya’qūbī (2 vols.)

Ibn Wādıḥ Qui Dicitur al-Ya’qūbī, Historiae in Two Volumes

M. Th. Houtsma’s Classic Edition


READERSHIP: All interested in the early and medieval Islamic period and the history of the caliphate; geography, urbanisation and commerce in the medieval Mediterranean; the transmission of Late Antique culture and intellectual heritage into Arabic.
Les manuscrits arabes des lettres de Paul
État de la question et étude de cas (1 Corinthiens dans le Vat. Ar. 13)
Sara Schulthess, Université de Lausanne

In this work, Sara Schulthess discusses the state of research on the Arabic manuscripts of the Letters of Paul and offers an innovative contribution by editing and analysing First Corinthians in the 9th century manuscript Vaticanus Arabicus 13.

READERSHIP: All interested in the Arabic translations of the Bible, as well as scholars working with New Testament manuscripts and concerned by developments in the field of textual criticism.

Beyond Schools
Muḥammad b. Ibrāhīm al-Wazīr’s (d. 840/1436) Epistemology of Ambiguity
Damaris Wilmers

In Beyond Schools, Damaris Wilmers offers the first extensive analysis of Ibn al-Wazīr’s life and work and the significance of his thought for theological and legal diversity beyond the Yemeni context.

READERSHIP: Those interested in epistemology, theology, legal theory, conflicts between schools of thought and law, the Zaydiyya and Islam in Yemen.

Aux origines du classicisme
Calligraphe et bibliophiles au temps des dynasties mongoles (Les Ilkhanides et Djalajirides 656-814 / 1258-1411)
Nourane Ben Azzouna, Université de Strasbourg

This book proposes a new reading of the question of the maturation of calligraphy and the arts of the book in Arabic and Persian towards forms and statuses that will become classical from the Ilkhanid and Djalayirid period.

READERSHIP: All interested in the history of Arabic and Persian calligraphy, as well as other parts of the book (illumination, bookbinding) and codicology, and the Mongol period in greater Iran.
LE PLEASURE, THE HAPINESS, AND THE ACQUISITION OF VIRTUES: ÉDITION DU LIVRE X DU COMMENTAIRE MOYEN D’AVERROÈS À L’ÉTHIQUE À NICOMAQUE D’ARISTOTE
FRÉDÉRIQUE WÖRERTHER, CNRS

This is the first critical edition of Book X of the Latin version of Averroès’ Middle Commentary on Aristotle’s *Nicomachean Ethics*. The text is accompanied by a French translation and explanatory notes, and is preceded by a study of the manuscript tradition and two studies on the Commentary itself.

READERSHIP: Anyone interested in philosophy, especially ethics and moral philosophy, in the Arabic reception of Aristotelian philosophy, in Averroès, and in Aristotle.

SEPTEMBER 2018
HARDBACK (APPROX. 300 PP., INCL. 9 FC ILLUSTRATIONS)
ISBN 9789004380714
PRICE €110 / US$127
E-ISBN 9789004381131
E-PRICE €100 / US$116
ISLAMIC PHILOSOPHY, THEOLOGY AND SCIENCE. TEXTS AND STUDIES, 108

ESSENTIALITÄT UND NOTWENDIGKEIT
AVICENNA UND DIE ARISTOTELISCHE TRADITION
FEDOR BENEVICH, LMU MÜNCHEN

In *Essentialität und Notwendigkeit* Fedor Benevich presents Avicenna’s (d. 1037) theory of essence and the scientific determination of essential and necessary attributes in its historical context of the Aristotelian tradition.

READERSHIP: Scholars and students of the history of philosophy (especially late ancient and Islamic philosophy) and all interested in metaphysics and logic.

SEPTEMBER 2018
HARDBACK (APPROX. 400 PP.)
ISBN 9789004380011
PRICE €129 / US$149
E-ISBN 9789004380028
E-PRICE €117 / US$135
ISLAMIC PHILOSOPHY, THEOLOGY AND SCIENCE. TEXTS AND STUDIES, 107

THE GREAT INTRODUCTION TO ASTROLOGY BY ABÛ MA’SHAR
(2 VOLS.)
KEIJI YAMAMOTO, KYOTO SANGYO UNIVERSITY, INSTITUTE FOR WORLD AFFAIRS AND CULTURES, AND CHARLES BURNETT, WARBURG INSTITUTE UNIVERSITY OF LONDON

These volumes present the text of Abû Ma’shar’s *Great Introduction to Astrology* in Arabic (with an English translation) and Greek and the divergences in the Latin translations. It provides a fully-comprehensive account of traditional astrological doctrine and its philosophical bases.

READERSHIP: Historians of astrology and astronomy, Arabic/Islamic science, the transmission of Arabic learning in Europe and the Byzantine Empire.

SEPTEMBER 2018
HARDBACK (APPROX. 880 PP. (VOL 1), APPROX. 540 PP. (VOL 2))
ISBN 9789004381148
PRICE €299 / US$245
E-ISBN 9789004381230
E-PRICE €227 / US$213
ISLAMIC PHILOSOPHY, THEOLOGY AND SCIENCE. TEXTS AND STUDIES, 106
The Orientalist Karl Süssheim Meets the Young Turk Officer Isma’ïl Hakkî Bey

_Two Unexplored Sources from the Last Decade in the Reign of the Ottoman Sultan Abdulhamid II_

Jan Schmidt

The book, two text editions with translations, offers a lively picture of the Ottoman world in the early 1900s as witnessed by the German orientalist Karl Süssheim and the Young Turk officer Isma’ïl Hakkî Bey.

**READERSHIP:** Those interested in ego-documents; the history of the Ottoman Empire in the early 20th century; and the history of, in particular, German oriental scholarship in the same period.

---

Waqf in Zaydi Yemen

_Legal Theory, Codification, and Local Practice_

Eirik Hovden, University of Bergen

This book focuses on the historical development, codification and present day perceptions of Islamic law in Zaydi Yemen in the field of waqf, the relation between theory and practice over time and the development of central waqf administration.

**READERSHIP:** All scholars and graduate students interested in Yemeni legal and social history, ethnography of law in Yemen and development and codification of Islamic law in general.

---

Volubilis Après Rome

_Les Fouilles UCL/INSAP, 2000-2005_

Elizabeth Fentress, UCL, and Hassan Limane, INSAP

Volubilis après Rome gives the results of excavations at Volubilis that concentrated on the post-Roman life of the town and revealed new evidence for the Berber community on the site and the headquarters of the first Islamic king of Morocco, Idris I.

**READERSHIP:** All interested in the history and archaeology of Morocco, the Berbers, and the longue durée of an ancient town.

---

September 2018
Hardback (approx. 576 pp.)
ISBN 9789004362574
Price € 149 / US$ 179
E-ISBN 9789004366176
E-Price € 134 / US$ 161

September 2018
Hardback (approx. 450 pp. (with 19 ills., including 1 map))
ISBN 9789004377721
Price € 125 / US$ 151
E-ISBN 9789004377844
E-Price € 114 / US$ 137
_Studies in Islamic Law and Society, 46_

September 2018
Hardback (approx. 350 pp., incl. 247 ills., 23 tables.)
ISBN 9789004371491
Price € 139 / US$ 162
E-ISBN 9789004371583
E-Price € 126 / US$ 147
_Arts and Archaeology of the Islamic World, 11_
From Nicopolis to Mohács
A History of Ottoman-Hungarian Warfare, 1389-1526
Tamás Pálosfalvi, Hungarian Academy of Sciences

In *From Nicopolis to Mohács*, Tamás Pálosfalvi offers an account of Ottoman-Hungarian warfare from its start in the late fourteenth century to the battle of Mohács in 1526.

Lives of the Prophets
The Illustrations to Hafiz-i Abru’s “Assembly of Chronicles”
Mohamad Reza Ghiasian, University of Kashan

In *Lives of the Prophets* Mohamad Reza Ghiasian analyses the images of the two extant illustrated copies of Hafiz-i Abru’s *Majma‘al-tawarikh*, which were produced for the Timurid ruler Shahrukh (r. 1405–1447).

Mughal Occidentalism
Artistic Encounters between Europe and Asia at the Courts of India, 1580-1630
Mika Natif, The George Washington University

In *Mughal Occidentalism*, Mika Natif elucidates the meaningful and complex ways in which Mughal artists repurposed Christian and Renaissance visual idioms to embody themes from classical Persian literature and represent Mughal policy, ideology and dynastic history from the 1580s-1630s.

READERSHIP: All interested in the history of warfare in the late Middle Ages, and anyone concerned with Ottoman history and Ottoman-Christian relations in southeastern Europe before 1526.

READERSHIP: All those interested in Persian manuscript studies; historians of Islamic and Persian art; specialists in medieval Persian painting; curators and collectors of Islamic art.

READERSHIP: All interested in cross-cultural interactions in the Muslim sphere; South Asian and European visual cultures; specialists in Persianate painting, Renaissance art, European prints; historians of India and Early-Modern period.

August 2018
Hardback (approx. 515 pp.)
ISBN 9789004365841
Price € 135 / US$ 162
E-ISBN 9789004375659
E-Price € 120 / US$ 144
*The Ottoman Empire and its Heritage, 63*

August 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004377219
Price € 132 / US$ 159
E-ISBN 9789004377226
E-Price € 120 / US$ 144
*Studies in Persian Cultural History, 16*

August 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004371095
Price € 98 / US$ 118
E-ISBN 9789004374997
E-Price € 87 / US$ 104
*Studies in Persian Cultural History, 15*
Philosophy of Language, Chinese Language, Chinese Philosophy

*Constructive Engagement*

Edited by Bo Mou, San Jose State University

From the vantage point of doing philosophy of language comparatively, *Philosophy of Language, Chinese Language, Chinese Philosophy* explores how reflective elaboration of some distinct features of Chinese and of relevant resources in Chinese philosophy and the development of philosophy of language can contribute to each other.

**READERSHIP:** All interested in philosophy of language, semantics (reference and truth), pragmatics, Chinese language, Chinese philosophy, comparative Chinese-Western philosophy, cross-contextual meaning and understanding.
Fluid Gender, Fluid Love
Deirdre C. Byrne, University of South Africa, Wernmei Yong Ade, Nanyang Technological University

This volume explores the changing nature of gender and love in the twenty-first century from a variety of disciplinary and interdisciplinary perspectives.

READERSHIP: Interdisciplinary scholars and students of love and gender in relation to philosophy, history, religion, art, literature, popular culture, sociology and psychology.

Pilgrimage as Transformative Process
The Movement from Fractured to Integrated
Heather A. Warfield, Antioch University, and Kate Hetherington, independent researcher

Transformation has emerged as a prominent construct in myriad academic disciplines. Such transformational processes as movement from sickness to wellness, from grief to closure and from fractured to integrated are evident within the pilgrimage literature and are explored in this volume.

READERSHIP: Those interested in contemporary perspective on pilgrimage journeys, which include journeys on a continuum from secular to sacred pilgrimages. In particular, academics, researchers, study abroad offices, and pilgrims.

Communication and Conflict in Multiple Settings
Peter Bray, University of Auckland, and Marta Rzepecka, University of Rzeszów

This international collection interrogates conflict as an essential and potent outworking of communication. It suggests that an understanding of communication in conflict situations may positively reduce misunderstanding and increase reciprocity.

READERSHIP: Those interested in contemporary perspective on pilgrimage journeys, which include journeys on a continuum from secular to sacred pilgrimages. In particular, academics, researchers, study abroad offices, and pilgrims.
Time and Transformation in Architecture
Tuuli Lähdesmäki, University of Jyväskylä

In *Genealogy of Obedience* Justyna Włodarczyk provides both a historical account of the changing methods of dog training in America since the 1850s and theoretical reflections on how the understanding of training has been entangled in conceptualizations of race, class and gender.

READERSHIP: All interested in human-animal relations, animal training, biopolitics; the intersections of animal studies and cultural studies/American studies. Animal training practitioners and animal cognition scientists will also find this of interest.

Fish, Justice, and Society
Carmen Cusack, Nova Southeastern University

*Fish, Justice, and Society* is a novel scholarly work that goes in depth into the fishing industry, fish, and aquatic environments. This book delves past the façade of what may be known by the average fisherman, bringing to the surface new information about numerous species and aquatic habitats.

READERSHIP: Fish, Justice, and Society is a must-read for anyone, who wants to know about underwater creatures, coasts, and aquaculture.

---

August 2018
Paperback
ISBN 9789004366404
Price € 59 / US$ 69
E-ISBN 9789004376793
E-Price € 85 / US$ 98
At the Interface / Probing the Boundaries, 100
Imprint: Brill | Rodopi

September 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004380288
Price € 149 / US$ 179
E-ISBN 9789004380295
E-Price € 135 / US$ 162
Human-Animal Studies, 20

July 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004373358
Price € 168 / US$ 202
E-ISBN 9789004373365
E-Price € 150 / US$ 180
Human-Animal Studies, 19
The Future of Jewish Philosophy
Edited by Hava Tirosh-Samuelson, Arizona State University, and Aaron W. Hughes, University of Rochester

This anthology reflects on the future of Jewish philosophy in light of the Library of Contemporary Jewish Philosophers (Brill, 2013-2018). The essays assess the academic contribution and cultural importance of Jewish philosophy and offer paths for its future growth.

READERSHIP: The book is of interest to specialists in Jewish Studies, philosophers and theologians, rabbis and Jewish educators, and educated lay readers interested in Judaism, the Jews, and Jewish culture.

June 2018
Hardback (xvi, 251 pp.)
ISBN 9789004326507
Price € 207 / US$ 249
PB-ISBN 9789004326521
PB-Price € 30 / US$ 36
E-ISBN 9789004326514
E-Price € 185 / US$ 222
Library of Contemporary Jewish Philosophers, 20

Michael L. Morgan
History and Moral Normativity
Edited by Hava Tirosh-Samuelson, Arizona State University, and Aaron W. Hughes, University of Rochester
With an Introduction by Paul Franks, Yale University

Michael L. Morgan is Emeritus Chancellor Professor at Indiana University and the Grafstein Visiting Chair in Jewish Philosophy at the University of Toronto. He has written extensively on ancient Greek philosophy, modern Jewish philosophy, and post-Holocaust theology and ethics.

READERSHIP: Ideal for use in diverse educational settings (e.g., college-level courses, rabbinic seminaries, adult Jewish learning, and inter-religious dialogue).

September 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004381209
Price € 136 / US$ 164
E-ISBN 9789004381216
E-Price € 120 / US$ 144
Library of Contemporary Jewish Philosophers, 21

Studies in Early Greek Philosophy
A Collection of Papers and One Review
Jaap Mansfeld, University of Utrecht

Jaap Mansfeld’s Studies in Early Greek Philosophy span the period from Anaximander to Socrates. General issues and particular problems of interpretation are tackled by a scrutiny of the sources, and of traditions of reception both ancient and modern.

READERSHIP: All graduate students, specialists, libraries and other institutions interested in the Presocratics, the Sophists, Socrates, ancient historiographical traditions relating to philosophy, reception studies, and Ancient Philosophy in general.

September 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004382053
Price € 210 / US$ 252
E-ISBN 9789004382060
E-Price € 186 / US$ 223
Philosophia Antiqua, 151
Proceedings of the Boston Area Colloquium in Ancient Philosophy

Volume XXXIII (2017)

Gary M. Gurtler, S.J., Boston College, and William Wians, Merrimack College

READERSHIP: All those interested in recent scholarship within different traditions of interpretation in ancient philosophy and classics, including scholars and graduate students.

Agnon’s Story

A Psychoanalytic Biography of S. Y. Agnon

Avner Falk, independent scholar

The Hebrew writer S. Y. Agnon won the Nobel prize in literature in 1966. Hundreds of literary studies and one Hebrew-language biography have been published about him. This is the first complete psychoanalytic biography in any language.

Das Nichts und das Sein

Buddhistische Wissenstheorien und Transzendentalphilosophie

Helmut Girndt, Universität Duisburg

Inspired by Leibniz’ idea of the philosophia perennis, volume 46 of the Fichte Studien contains a collection of essays based on (Kant’s, Fichte’s and Husserl’s) transcendental philosophy and classical documents of Mahayana Buddhism (including the Kyoto school).

August 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004376946
Price € 127 / US$ 147
PB-ISBN 9789004376939
PB-Price € 115 / US$ 133
Proceedings of the Boston Area Colloquium in Ancient Philosophy, 33

August 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004367777
Price € 162 / US$ 187
E-ISBN 9789004367784
E-Price € 140 / US$ 161
Contemporary Psychoanalytic Studies, 26
Imprint: Brill | Rodopi

August 2018
Paperback
ISBN 9789004375673
Price € 105 / US$ 121
E-ISBN 9789004375680
E-Price € 95 / US$ 110
Fichte-Studien, 46
Imprint: Brill | Rodopi
Selfhood and Appearing
The Intertwining
James Mensch, Charles University

Selfhood and Appearing explores how, as embodied subjects, we are in the very world that we consciously internalize. Employing the insights of Merleau-Ponty and Patočka, this volume examines how the intertwining of both senses of "being-in" (physical and conscious) constitutes our reality.

READERSHIP: All those interested in how a synthesis of Merleau-Ponty’s and Patočka’s positions illuminates our understanding of the mind-body relation, issues in social and political philosophy, and the philosophy of religion.

August 2018
Hardback (x, 342 pp.)
ISBN 9789004375833
Price € 157 / US$ 189
E-ISBN 9789004375840
E-Price € 140 / US$ 168
Studies in Contemporary Phenomenology, 17

Martin Buber
His Intellectual and Scholarly Legacy
Edited by Sam Berrin Shonkoff, Oberlin College

Martin Buber is a unique volume on one of the most pivotal figures of modern Jewish thought. These essays by leading scholars explore Buber’s influential dialogues with Christianity, politics, philosophy, and Jewish sources.

READERSHIP: All interested in Continental philosophy, modern political and ethical thought, modern religious thought, Jewish-Christian relations, modern Jewish philosophy and the German-Jewish renaissance.

August 2018
Paperback
ISBN 9789004377035
Price € 65 / US$ 76
E-ISBN 9789004377042
E-Price € 110 / US$ 127

Neoplatonic Demons and Angels
Edited by Luc Brisson, CNRS, Paris, Seamus O’Neill, The Memorial University of Newfoundland, and Andrei Timotin, Romanian Academy (ISEES)

Neoplatonic Demons and Angels is a collection of studies which examine the place reserved for angels and demons not only by the main Neoplatonic philosophers, but also in Gnosticism, the Chaldaean Oracles and Christian Neoplatonism.

READERSHIP: All those interested in ancient philosophy, religion in Late Antiquity, the history of religions and the history of ideas, as well as classical philologists and historians of philosophy.

August 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004374973
Price € 138 / US$ 166
E-ISBN 9789004374980
E-Price € 125 / US$ 150
Studies in Platonism, Neoplatonism, and the Platonic Tradition, 20
Nietzsche and the Dionysian
*A Compulsion to Ethics*
Peter Durno Murray

*Nietzsche and the Dionysian* argues that the Dionysian affect in Nietzsche's early work can be linked to an originary interruption of self-consciousness articulated by the philosophical companion, who compels us to respond to the plurality of life they express by being 'true to the earth' and 'becoming who we are'.

**READERSHIP:** All those interested in Nietzsche studies and the relevance of his thought to a version of contemporary affirmative ethics which is loyal to the earth and life.

Forest Family
*Australian Culture, Art, and Trees*
Edited by John C. Ryan, University of New England, and Rod Giblett, Deakin University

*Forest Family* highlights the importance of old-growth forests to Australian art, community, culture, history, and politics. The volume will be of interest to general readers of environmental history, as well as scholars in critical plant studies and the environmental humanities.

**READERSHIP:** All interested in the art, culture, history, literature and politics of old-growth forests. Scholars and graduate students in environmental humanities, environmental studies, critical plant studies, and Australian studies.

Marx and Critical Theory
*Emmanuel Renault*, Université Paris Nanterre

*Marx and Critical Theory* examines Marx's main philosophical, political and social theoretical ideas. Its purpose is twofold: making sense of the concepts and theses of Marx, and showing that they remain relevant for contemporary critical theory.

**READERSHIP:** All interested in Marx or contemporary critical theory in the broad meaning of the term.
Reflexive Religion
The New Age in Brazil and Beyond
Anthony D’Andrea, University of Chicago

Reflexive Religion examines the rise of alternative spiritualities of the self in contemporary Brazil. Combining late modern theory and multi-site ethnographies of the New Age, it explains how religion is being transformed under globalization, reflectivity and individualism processes.

READERSHIP: All interested in new forms of religiosity, psychology of religion, and globalization studies, with a focus on the New Age and Brazil.

September 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004378193
Price € 119 / US$ 143
E-ISBN 9789004380110
E-Price € 105 / US$ 126
Religion in the Americas, 19

The Changing Faces of Catholicism
National Processes and Central, Local and Institutional Strategies
Edited by Solange Lefebvre, Université de Montréal, Canada, and Alfonso Pérez-Agote, Universidad Complutense de Madrid, Spain

This volume explores some of the strategies employed by the Catholic Church as a whole to address problems of the global era, in particular the responses and resistance efforts undertaken in a bid to counteract the secularization crisis in both Europe and the Americas, through spiritual writers, World Youth Days and Catholic education.

READERSHIP: All interested in the sociology of religion, in contemporary Catholicism, and anyone concerned with religious institutions and religiosity.

August 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004375796
Price € 148 / US$ 178
E-ISBN 9789004380073
E-Price € 130 / US$ 156
Annual Review of the Sociology of Religion, 9

The Critical Analysis of Religious Diversity
Edited by Lene Kühle, Aarhus University, William Hoverd, Massey University, and Jørn Borup, Aarhus University

This book explores a selection of trans-contextual case studies within religious diversity scholarship to develop a series of theoretical and methodological considerations for scholars to utilize when they conduct their own studies of religious diversity.

READERSHIP: This book will be of interest to those wanting to develop a reflexive approach to religious diversity scholarship, be they graduate student, policy maker, religious practitioner or research group leader.

July 2018
Hardback (xiv, 314 pp.)
ISBN 9789004367098
Price € 144 / US$ 173
E-ISBN 9789004367111
E-Price € 130 / US$ 156
International Studies in Religion and Society, 32
The Question of Methodological Naturalism
Edited by Jason N. Blum, Davidson College

What is Protestant Art?
Andrew T. Coates, University of North Carolina

British Quakers and Religious Language
Rhiannon Grant, Woodbrooke

The Question of Methodological Naturalism offers ten essays on the role of naturalism in religious studies, ranging from sophisticated intellectual histories and philosophical analyses to trenchant denunciations and ringing endorsements. All have profound implications for the study of religions.

What is Protestant Art? explores the history of Protestant images from the Reformation to the present. The book analyses historical images such as prints, paintings, illustrations, and maps, as evidence of changing Protestant attitudes and visual practices.

In British Quakers and Religious Language, Rhiannon Grant explores the ways in which this community discusses the Divine. She identifies characteristic patterns of language use and uncovers the philosophical and theological claims that support these patterns.

READERSHIP: Anyone interested in religion and the study of it, and particularly those with an interest in philosophical or methodological issues associated with the investigation of religion.

READERSHIP: Scholars of Protestantism interested in images and visual arts. Students or professors looking for a brief, readable overview of current research on the history of Protestant visual and material culture.

August 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004346628
Price € 127 / US$ 153
E-ISBN 9789004372436
E-Price € 115 / US$ 138
Supplements to Method & Theory in the Study of Religion, 11

June 2018
Paperback (vi, 142 pp.)
ISBN 9789004371170
Price € 70 / US$ 81
E-ISBN 9789004375390
E-Price € 70 / US$ 81

June 2018
Paperback (viii, 96 pp.)
ISBN 9789004378704
Price € 70 / US$ 81
E-ISBN 9789004379145
E-Price € 70 / US$ 81
Brill Research Perspectives
The Quest for Forbidden Lands

Nikolai Przhevalskii and his Followers on Inner Asian Tracks

Alexandre Andreyev, Mikhail Baskhanov, and Tatiana Yusupova

The Quest for Forbidden Lands: Nikolai Przhevalskii and his Followers on Inner Asian Tracks is a collection of biographical essays of outstanding Russian explorers of Inner Asia of the late nineteenth – early twentieth century, Nikolai Przhevalskii, Vsevolod Roborovskii, Mikhail Pevtsov, Petr Kozlov, Grigori Grumm-Grzhimailo and Bronislav Grombchevskii, almost all senior army officers. Their expeditions were organized by the Imperial Russian Geographical Society with some assistance from the military department with a view of exploring and mapping the vast uncharted territories of Inner Asia, being the Western periphery of the Manchu-Chinese Empire. The journeys of these pioneers were a great success and gained world renown for their many discoveries and the valuable collections they brought from the region.

READERSHIP: All interested in the history of the Russian geographical exploration of Inner Asia in the late 19th – early 20th century, ethnography of Asian peoples, the Great Game.
Challenging the Status Quo
*Diversity, Democracy, and Equality in the 21st Century*

Edited by David G. Embrick, University of Connecticut, Sharon M. Collins, University of Illinois at Chicago, and Michelle Dodson, Loyola University Chicago

In this volume, the editors have compiled the latest ideas and scholarship in the area of diversity and inclusion. The contributors in this edited book offer critical analyses on many aspects of diversity as it pertains to institutional policies, practices, discourse, and beliefs. The book is broken down into 19 chapters over 7 sections that cover: policies and politics; pedagogy and higher education; STEM; religion; communities; complex organizations; and discourse and identity. Collectively, these chapters contribute to answering three main questions: 1) what, ultimately, does diversity mean; 2) what are the various mechanisms by which institutions understand and use diversity; and 3) why is it important for us to rethink diversity?

**READERSHIP:** All interested in critical issues of diversity, inclusion, and multiculturalism, and anyone concerned with racism, sexism, and other social inequalities, in general.

---

Subordinated Development
*Transnational Capital in the Process of Accumulation of Latin America and Brazil*

Rubens R. Sawaya, Pontifical Catholic University of São Paulo

Reflecting on the processes of accumulation, concentration and centralisation of capital, this volume explains the transnationalisation of capital and its impact on Latin America and Brazil.

**READERSHIP:** Subordinated Development will interest scholars analysing the complex relationship of Latin American dependency and the subordination of the region to transnational capital instructive.
Again, Dangerous Visions
*Essays in Cultural Materialism*
**Andrew Milner**
Edited by **J.R. Burgmann**

Again, Dangerous Visions brings together twenty-six essays charting the development of Andrew Milner’s distinctively Orwellian version of cultural materialism.

**READERSHIP:** All interested in Marxist and neo-Marxist approaches to the sociology of literature, cultural theory, and science fiction studies.

Drums of War, Drums of Development
*The Formation of a Pacific Ruling Class and Industrial Transformation in East and Southeast Asia, 1945-1980*
**Jim Glassman**, University of British Columbia

In Drums of War, Drums of Development, Glassman offers an interpretation of industrialization in East and Southeast Asia that foregrounds Pacific ruling class geopolitical economic manoeuvring during the Vietnam War, challenging interpretations that ignore the effects of military violence.

**READERSHIP:** Scholars and others interested in East Asian development, US foreign policy in the region, the Vietnam War, critical state theory, and processes of industrialization and social struggle in developing countries.

Socialism and Commodity Production
*Essay in Marx Revival*
**Paresh Chattopadhyay**, University of Quebec, Montreal

Socialism and Commodity Production develops a detailed critique of orthodox theories of socialism on the basis of a comprehensive study of Marx’s own writings on the nature of non-capitalist society.

**READERSHIP:** All interested in Marx’s works - universities, institutes of higher studies, graduate students.
Making use of the theoretical tools of Marxist critical sociology, Ruy Braga proposes an innovative reading of the social history of Brazil – from Fordist populism to the Lulista hegemony – using the ‘politics of the Precariat’ as an analytical vector.

Since 2010 Greece entered a period of austerity, protest and political crisis. The contributions in this volume deal with questions regarding capitalist crisis, debt, European integration, political crisis, new forms of protest, the rise of neo-fascist parties and left-wing strategy today.

In Machiavelli on Freedom and Civil Conflict, Marie Gaille discusses Machiavelli’s conception of civil conflict, its historical and medical language, and its uses in contemporary conceptions of democracy.
The Yearbook of International Religious Demography presents an annual snapshot of the state of religious statistics around the world. Every year large amounts of data are collected through censuses, surveys, polls, religious communities, scholars, and a host of other sources. These data are collated and analyzed by research centers and scholars around the world. Large amounts of data appear in analyzed form in the World Religion Database (Brill), aiming at a researcher’s audience. The Yearbook presents data in sets of tables and scholarly articles spanning social science, demography, history, and geography. Each issue offers findings, sources, methods, and implications surrounding international religious demography. Each year an assessment is made of new data made available since the previous issue of the yearbook.

The 2018 volume features a wide range of subjects, including approaches to measuring religious violence, religious changes in the Indian Subcontinent, religious demography in Lebanon, Baptism and Godparenthood in Catholic Europe, the relevance of social media data for religious demographic research, and the methodological and practical challenges of measuring religiosity in Turkey.

READERSHIP: The Yearbook is a reference book primarily aimed at scholars, government officials, journalists, and others who are interested in the numbers and analysis of religious adherents around the world.
Taking on Practical Theology
*The Idolization of Context and the Hope of Community*
Courtney T. Goto, Boston University School of Theology

In *Taking on Practical Theology*, Courtney T. Goto explores the regnant paradigm that shapes knowledge production and that preserves power, privilege, and historic communal injury even as scholars intend to enlighten and transform communities.

READERSHIP: Scholars and students in practical theology, as well as theological libraries. Those who teach research methods and qualitative research in any field might be interested.

August 2018
Paperback
ISBN 9789004349889
Price € 55 / US$ 64
E-ISBN 9789004376076
E-Price € 110 / US$ 127
*Theology in Practice, 6*

The Rites Controversies in the Early Modern World

*The Rites Controversies in the Early Modern World* is a collection of articles focusing on debates concerning the nature of “rites” raging in intellectual circles of Europe, Asia and America in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

READERSHIP: All interested in the history of early modern religious encounters in the context of global missionary expansion and Catholic Reformation. At the heart of the rites’ controversy is the question of religious plurality.

July 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004360068
Price € 143 / US$ 165
E-ISBN 9789004366299
E-Price € 130 / US$ 150
*Studies in Christian Mission, 53*

Theology and Race
*Black and Womanist Traditions in the United States*
Andrew Prevot, Boston College

This study develops a Christian theological response to the problems of race and anti-black racism in conversation with black theology and womanist theology. It interprets multiple voices, developments, and tensions in these two theological traditions over the last half century.

READERSHIP: All undergraduate students, graduate students, and faculty involved with courses or programs concerned with Christian theology and/or critical race studies. All academic libraries.

August 2018
Paperback (vi, 79 pp.)
ISBN 9789004382558
Price € 70 / US$ 84
E-ISBN 9789004382565
E-Price € 70 / US$ 84
*Brill Research Perspectives*
Previously announced key titles

New and Forthcoming

Atlas of Religion in China
*Social and Geographical Contexts*
**Fenggang Yang**

August 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004358850
Price € 229 / US$ 275
E-ISBN 9789004369900
E-Price € 209 / US$ 251

History of Global Christianity (3 vols.)

Edited by **Jens Holger Schjørring**, **Norman A. Hjelm** and **Kevin Ward**

April 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004303072
Price € 499 / US$ 575
Volumes also available separately

The Foundations of Modern International Law on Indigenous and Tribal Peoples (2 vol. set)

*The Preparatory Documents of the Indigenous and Tribal Peoples Convention, and Its Development through Supervision: Volume 1 and 2*

**Lee Swepston**

August 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004373754
Price € 275 / US$ 330
Volumes also available separately

Imagining Emperors in the Later Roman Empire

Edited by **Diederik P.W. Burgersdijk** and **Alan J. Ross**

July 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004370890
Price € 129 / US$ 156
E-ISBN 9789004370920
E-Price € 113 / US$ 136
*Cultural Interactions in the Mediterranean, 1*

International Criminal Law, Transnational Criminal Organizations and Transitional Justice

**Héctor Olásolo**

August 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004340992
Price € 160 / US$ 192
E-ISBN 9789004341005
E-Price € 145 / US$ 174

Speech-in-Character, Diatribe, and Romans 3:1-9

*Who’s Speaking When and Why It Matters*

**Justin King**

July 2018
Hardback
ISBN 9789004373280
Price € 116 / US$ 134
E-ISBN 9789004373297
E-Price € 105 / US$ 121
*Biblical Interpretation Series, 163*
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